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Mx<;P, Mpx = 
radius of a cylindrical shell. 
Ell (1-v 2), measure of the flexural stiffness 
of an element. 
Young's modulus of elasticity of the material. 
EI2(1+V), modulus of rigidity of the material. 
uniform load. 
thickness of a shell. 
h 3 I 12, moment of inertia per unit width of a 
shell. 
h 2 I 24sa, dimensionless coefficierrt. 
h 2 I 48a2 , dimensionless coefficient. 
length of the longitudinal span. 
bending moment per unit of lerrgth. 
bending moment per unit of length, acting in 
the longitudinal direction. 
bending moment per unit of length, acting in 
the circumferential direction. 
sM, concentration of the shell bendi.ng moment 
equal to the bending moment in the bar- spring 
system. 
torsional or twisting moment per unit of length. 
viii 
Mx<J> sMx<.P , concentration of the shell twisting 
moment equal to the twisting moment in the 
torsional spring. 
N = normal force per unit of length. 
Nx = normal force per unit of length, acting in 
the longitudinal direction. 
= normal force per unit of length , actir:g in the 
circumferential direction. 
= sN, concentration of the shell norrnal force 
equal to the normal force, acting on a bar of the 
bar- spring system. 
NX:j>, Ng)x - tangential shear force per unit of length. 
Nxg> = sNxg> , concentration of the shell tangential 
shear force equal to the shear force in the bar-
spring system. 
Px component of the external concentrated load 
applied at the joint of the bar-spring system 
acting in the x direction. 
Py = component of the external concentrated load 
applied at the joint of the bar- spring system 
acting in the y direction. 
Pz = component of the external concentrated load 
applied at the joint of the bar- spring system 































radial shear force per unit of length. 
radial shear force per unit of length acting on a 
plane perpendicular to the x axis. 
radial shear force per unit of length acting on 
a plane perpendicular to the cJ> axis. 
sQ~ concentration of the shell radial shear 
force equal to the radial shear force acting 
in the bar- spring system. 
h 2 / 12s2 ~ dimensionless coefficient. 




shearing strain .. 
shearing strain in longitudinal direction. 
shearing strain in tangential direction. 
strain in the longitudinal bar. 
strain in the circumferential bar. 
strain in the circumferential bar in tangential 
direction. 

















change in curvature in the longitudinal direction. 
change in curvature in the circumferential direction. 
change in curvature in the circumferential 
direction resulting from tangential displacement. 
change in curvature in the circumferential 
direction resulting from radial displacement. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The shell roof is one of the forms of engineering construction 
and has become very popular in recent years. The purpose of this 
( 
investigation is to develop a numerical method for the analysis of 
cylindrical shell roof structures. This type of roof is also called 
a barrel vault because it is curved in one direction only. Shell roofs 
which curve in two directions such as domes are not considered in 
this study. The procedure that is given herein can be applied to 
cylindrical shell structures other than roofs, but the roof application 
is more i:o1.portant in civil engineering; so it will be treated in deta..il. 
Generally, a cylindrical shell roof is a thin curved surface, the 
thickness of which is small in comparison with the dimension of the 
surface. A typical shell roof structure with all internal forces acting is 
shown in Fig. 1. The length of the longitudinal span is L , and the 
surface is curved transversely in a uniform circular arc of radius a 
The figure also shows stiffening beams along its edge; such beams 
are called edge beams. 
The dead weight of a curved slab or shell is the major load 
of this system and is comparable to the slab in slab and beam framing. 
The shell is different from that of a slab in that a characteristic feature 
in the action of a shell is the transmission of load primarily by direct 
stresses. The cross·· sectional shape (circular, elliptical parabolic, 
etc. ) and all of the dimensions of the shell determine 
2 
~ransverse DireCt!on 
Internal Forces Acting on Element A 
FIG. 1 TYPICAL CYLINDRICAL SHELL ROOF STRUCTURE 
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the direct stresses which are distributed throughout the shell. 
The edge beams function primarily as supporting members 
for the shell and have a major influence on the manner in which a 
shell roof supports the load. A shell will carry loads only by 
direct stresses if the transverse forces and shearing forces at the 
boundaries are balanced by equal and opposite reactions. In the case 
of a free edge, the radial shearing forces and moments are used to 
maintain equilibrium. 
Although shells in the form of domes were used by the Romans 
in the construction of the Pantheon in 120 A. D. , the modern shell 
concrete roof was developed in 1826 when the first known analytical 
approach to the design of shells was worked out by G. Lame and E. 
( 1)* 
Clapeyron . In their "~embrane analogy" a shell was considered to 
resist external loads by direct stresses and no bending moments were 
considered to exist. During the late nineteenth century G. A. Airy 
( 2) >!< 
(London) and A. E. H. Love (Cambridge) developect mathematical 
conceptions which included radial shearing forces and moments and 
which provided the basis for later theoretical development. Following 
h . C 1 Z . (3 ),:< G . . 1924 1' d h' t 1s development, ar e1ss, a erman eng1neer, 1n app 1e 1s 
formulas in designing a sn1all concrete shell roof for the Zeiss Works in Jena, 
·-Germany. Thereafter 1nany writers, primarily German, contributed 
*Numbers in parentheses throughout the text refer to items in the 
Bibliography. 
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procedures for simplifying and systematizing shell analysis . 
(4)''' In 1923 F. Dischinger ··-attempted the design of a shell to 
cover a rectangular floor area. The first attempt failed because 
the difficulties of n1athematical computation became too great for 
solution. But in the following year, a simplified version of the 
design was used successfully. 
The first large scheme carried out was the Dusseldorf 
Planetarium (1926) and it was followed by many others all over 
(5) >:< (6 7 8)* 
Europe. The most recent design was developed by A . Parme, ' ' 
who obtained the solution of eighth-order differential equations in 
order to cotnpile a set of tables which enabled the designer to make 
a rapid analysis of a given shell under given uniform loads. 
Shell roofe: up to date have been used in the construction of 
many types of structures such as: warehouses, factory buildings, 
airport buildings, sports arenas, armories, exposition buildings, etc. 
Many studies and analyses of shell structures to date have been 
either so complex and laborious a.s to preclude their application in 
practical design problems or so approximate, because of basic assumptions, 
as to limit their scope of application. Hence, a method of shell analysis 
which is convenient to use, reasonable in its results and general in its 
application is really needed. It is the purpose of this study to supply 
such a method of analysis. 
In this investigation it is proposed to replace the shell structure 
5 
which has an infinite number of degrees of indeterminancy with an 
analogous framework which has a finite number of degrees of in-
determinancy. The distributed load on the shell is transformed 
into equivalent concentrated forces acting on the joints of the frame-
work. By using statically indeterminate structural analysis the forces 
and moments in the members of the framework and the displacements of 
the joints of the framework can be found. This requires the solution of 
simultaneous, linear, algebraic equations. From the solution using 
the analogous framework one can obtain an approximate solution to the 
criginal shell problem. The displacements of the original shell at:' e 
approximately equal to the displacements of the analogous framework 
at corresponding points, and the approximate values of the direct 
stresses and moments in the original shell n1ay be found from the 
forces and moments in the bars of the analogous framework. If the 
framework is well chosen, the behavior of the framework under load 
must approximate the behavior of the shell, and the results of this 
analysis can be considered reasonable. 
It is possible to approximate a cylindrical shell with many 
different t,ypes of framework arrangements. The framework which has 
been developed in this study is an extension of the bar- spring plate 
analogy for the solution of medium thick plates. (9)':" This frame 
arrangement is called a bar-spring syste1n. It consists of a 
system of rigid bars which are fonned in squares and jointed at their 
6 
7 
meeting points by elastic joints and are internally linked with 
torsion springs as shown in Fig. 2. The property of the elements 
of this bar- spring system will be described in Section II-1. 
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II. METHOD OF ANA LYSIS 
1. Properties of the Component Elements of the Bar-Spring System 
The structural elements and properties of the bar- spring system 
are selected as still maintaining the behavior characteristics of shell 
structures. Each of the bars forming the grid of the system is assumed 
to be straight and to have absolute rigidity. The axes of connecting 
longitudinal bars are assumed to lie in straight lines that are parallel 
to the axis of the shell. The circumferential bars traversing in the 
direction of curvature of the shell are placed as to form chords of 
the arc of the shell. 
The material used in joining the rigid bars at their ends is 
assumed to be a completely elastic medium. All of the deformations 
from shearing forces, normal forces, and bending moments may be 
assumed as concentrated at these joints of the system, therefore, 
the elastic joint must have deformation properties comparable to those 
of a shell element which is equivalent in size to the area enclosed by 
a system of four bars but is centered over the joint and extend one-
half of a bar length to each side of the joint. In order to simulate 
the shell curvature, an initial angle exists between the circumferential 
bars meeting at a joint. Subsequent changes in curvature or changes in 
the angle formed between adjoining bars of the system result primarily 
from the normal moments acting at the joint. The relationships be-
tween the various displacements and the corresponding forces are 
developed in section 3. 
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In the area enclosed by the rigid bars, two torsional springs 
are provided, one in the longitudinal and one in the circumferential 
direction. These torsional springs are attached to the midpoints 
of the rigid bars. In this bar- spring analysis. the spring constant 
for the torsional springs is assumed and defined as one which is 
equivalent in torsional rigidity to an element of the shell equal in 
area to the area enclosed by four bars of the system. 
2. Forces 
The forces acting on the system are shown in Fig. 3, and 
consist of external forces or loads and internal forces or stresses. 
The external forces or loads are assumed to be only applied 
at the joints of the framework. These loads must be equivalent to 
the load acting on the original shell. When a concentrated load acts on 
the shell, . this load may be applied directly to the joint in the corre-
sponding location of the framework. When a joint does not exist at 
the exact location of the concentrated load, the total load may be 
split and applied to several neighboring joints with the resultant of 
these loads at the point of application of the original concentrated 
load. _Certainly, the framework analogy does not give true stresses 
within a single grid square, since all loadings are considered concentrated 
at the corne rs of veJ.~y small loading areas; however. the effect of this 
concentration on the stresses may be computed approximately using free 
body diagrams. When a distribut ed load acts over the original she ll, 
each joint of the framework is loaded by a concentrated load which is 
10 
equivalent to the total load acting on the adjacent area of half a bar 
£ngth on each side of the joint. This equivalent concentrated load 
is usually computed to be simply as the product of the magnitude 
of the distributed load at the joint multiplied by an area equal to 
the square of the bar length for interior joints and one half of this 
value for edge joints. The positive directions of the applied loads 
are shown in Fig. 5. 
The internal forces existing in the framework are the axial loads, 
N<f> and Nx , the shearing forces Qx , Q¢ , Nx<1> and N9x, the bending 
moments Mcp and Mx, and the twisting moments, Mcpx and Mx<;>as shown 
in Fig. 5. In these symbols the subscript <;P always denotes forces or 
m01nents acting in the circumferential direction and the subscript x 
denotes similar quantities acting in the longitudinal direction. The 
internal forces or stresses acting upon the bars and at the elastic 
joints are equivalent in magnitude and direction to concentrations of 
the corresponding distributed stresses acting upon an element of the 
shell as previously defined, that is, Ng> = sNg., Nx = sNx, etc. 
In the franH:!work the internal forces are not continuously varying 
but instead have the following properties: (1) there can be no change 
of the shear forces or the ncrn1al forces between ends of any one bar, 
since all external loads on the system are applied at the joints and, 
by definition, all angle changes or deformations occur at the elastic 
joints, (2) the nor mal moments on the other hand, are constant in 
magnitude across the joint, but vary in magnitude between the ends of 
11 
z 
Note - Moments Not Shown On E lastic Joint F o::: Clarity 
FIG. 3 FORCES ACTING ON A TYPICAL INTERIOR ELASTIC JOINT 
Al\.Jl) THE T\VO RIGID BARS IN THE DIRECTION OF THE 
POSITIVE COORDINATE AXES 
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the rigid bars, (3) the twisting or torsional moments, which are the 
resultants of the horizontal shearing stresses induced by twisting in 
this system, are constant in each panel and equal in both directions. 
In regard to both normal moments and twisting moments, the ordinary 
straight line theory of stress distribution is considered applicable; 
6M 
(]'-= ~· hence, the maximum bending stress is 
The horizontal normal moments are required to maintain the 
equilibrimn of the system. but are not used in the calculations of this 
analysis. The positive directions of the inte:cnal forces are as de-
picted in Fig. 3. 
3. Force - Displacement Relations 
Each joint of the system is capable of undergoing a displacement 
which may be resolved into three mutually perpendicular components. 
The components considered in this investigation are: 
a. The radial component W 
b. The tangential component V and 
c. The longitudinal component U 
These components are referred to a coordinate systen1 as shown in 
Fig. 4 with its origin at the geometric center of the structure being 
analyzed. The displacements are considered positive when they take 
place in the direction of the positive coordinate axes. In the develop-
ment of the following relationships subscripts are used in connection 
with displacement nomenclature to identify the joint at which the dis-
placen1ent component occurs. Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of 
13 




FIG. 5 NOTATION USED IN JOINT AND BAR DESIGNATION 
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that area of the bar- spring system which is being considered in this 
report. The area shown is typical of the entire system and the reference 
symbols shown are those which will be used in this report. 
The relations will be developed in the following order: (a) 
normal forces, (b) shear forces, (c) normal moments, and (d) twisting 
moments. 
a. Nor1nal Forces 
The following force-displacement relations pertaining to 
norn1al forces first must be determined on the basis of bars which 
are elastic and capable of deforming along their length. The change 
in length of these eleastic bars is a function of the difference in the 
displacements of the elastic joints at their ends. Considering a 
linearly elastic material, the rate of change in length per unit length 
of bar (strain) is constant along the bar. 
For the longitudinal bar 0-3. the relation between the strain 
and the joint displacements in the longitudinal direction is expressed as 
1 
-s-(U3 - Uo). (1) 
\Vhere s is defined as the grid spacing or bar length, the effects of the 
differences in tangential displacements upon the straiDs in the longitudinal 
bars are considered negligible. 
For the circumferential bar o-c, the relation between the 
tangen!ial displacements of the joints and the stl~ain in t ne bar is 
expressed by the formula 
1 
c:.V - ·(\T -
'-cj) = s c Vo) . {2) 
This expression is very critically dependent on the magnitude of the 
16 
angles formed by the intersection of the bars and can be considerably 
in error depending upon the magnitude of the angles and the directions 
of the displacements. 
The relation between the radial displacements and the strain 
in the circumferential bar is derived by considering the average of 
the corresponding displacements as being the radial displacement 
of the bar. In other words, the bar is assumed to be displaced parallel 
to its original position by an amount equal to the average of the dis-
placements of its ends. Therefore, by substituting 
1 
into 
\V(average) = 2 (We + Wo) 
S + AS 
s 
(developed by similar triangle relationships) the expression 
s 
1 2·ct. (We + Wo) AE' 
is obtained. The left hand member of this equation is b / definition, 
the strain; therefore, the relationship between radial displac.:em ents 
and the strain in the circumferential bars is 
w f.4> = 
1 
2a 
(Y,/c + V/o) ( 3) 
The above expression is approximate and critically depends upon the 
directions and n1agnitudes of the joint displacements in relation to each 
other. The effects of the longitudinal displacements upJn the strain 
in the circumferential bars are neglected. Hence, the total strain in 
these bars is expressed as 
17 
1 1 
s (Vc - Vo) - ~ (We + Wo). (4) 




Nx = 1 _ -v 2 
Eh 
N~ = !=-~ 
results in the following: 
Eh 
Nx = 1 - -v-rz 
Eh 
1 - --..}- 2 
( S
1 (U 3 - u o> + -..: ( V c- V o) - ~ (\V c + \V o)). ( 5) 
[ 1s (Vc-Vo) 1 ,} 2 a (We+ Wo) s-<U3 - U 0 )]. (6) 
These expressions have been developed for a general value of Poisson's 
Ratio. One of the reasons for defining the deformations as concentrated 
at the joints is to take into account Poisson's Ratio. Because the normal 
forces va:r·y across the elastic joint, an average value of these forces 
m .ust be used when V has a value other than zero. If these equations 
are applied with Vas zero, the expressions used in the analysis become 
( 1 Uo) ) Nx = Eh s (U3 (7) 
and N4' Eh ( 1 (Vc - Vo) - 1 (We + vVo)). (8) = za s 
b . Shear Forces 
The vertical shear forces Qx and Qcj> have been expressed in 
terms of mon1ents; therefore, no relation between thes e shear forces 
and displacement need be found. To develop a relationship between 
the horizontal shear forces and the joint displacements one re ed 
only consider a bar in the circumferential direction since the 1·ela tion-
ship for a longitudinal bar would be developed in a similar mann('' r. 
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Here again, as in the case of the normal forces, the bar is first 
considered as elastic in finding the deformations. The deformations 
so found are then concentrated at the elastic joints. The shear de-
formations are considered as composed of two parts -- the first resulting 
from the longitudinal displacements U and the second resulting from 
the circumferential displacement V. 
As a result of the difference between the U displacements 
of the ends of the circmnferential bar 0-c, an angie change or shear 
deformation in the amount of 
u Yx cp = 1 (Uc-Uo) s 
is indue ed in the bar. 
(9) 
An expression for the shear deformations resulting from the 
V displacements cannot be developed directly since the circumferential 
bar develops the shear in this analogous system for the two adjacent 
elements in the shell structure and these shell elements have variations 
in shear values. To overcome this difficulty average values will 
be used. First, the average shear deformation is found for each 
element as follows. 
For the positive X direction element 
Yx cp v = +- [ + (V 3 _ c - V c ) + 1s (V 3 - Vo) J 
= 1 [ (V3-c + V3) - (Vc + Vo) j . 
2s 
For the negative X direction element 
1 ( 1 1 J Y"x <j> v = -2- s (Vc - V2-d + 5 (Vo - V2) 
= 2! [<vc + Vo)- (V2 _c + V2)) 
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Next~ the average value of these shear deformations 
'(x cJ = Is ( (V3-c + V3) - (V 2-c + V2) ) (10) 
is considered to be the same as the shear deformation in the bar. 
The total shear deformation is then the sum of the two effects as follows: 
~cj>= ! (<uc- Uo) + { (V3-c + V3- V2-c- V2}]. (11} 





2( 1 +11) 
Eh ( (Uc - Uo) + 
2S(l +y} 
c. Normal 1\l[oments 
The change in curvature in the longitudinal X direction resulting 
fr01n radial~ W displacements is 
-
rs1 1 ) Xx = l (W3 - Wo) + 8 (W2 - Wo) 
= (13) 
The effects of the circumferential displacements on this curvature 
relation are considered negligible. 
Similarly~ in the circmnferential ( 9) direction the change 
in curvature resulting fron1 radial, \V displacement is 
= - ( .!_ (We - Wo) + .!_ (Wb - Wo)) I. s s 
1 
= - - (W c - 2 \Vo + Wb) . s 
Circumferential displacements must be considered in determining the 
change in curvature in the .:jJ direction. Differences in the V dis-
placements of joints c and o induce a change in curvature in the 
20 
circumferential direction. The resulting change in curvature 
relation is 
.x4= 1 (Vc - Vo) . · a 
If it is assumed that one-half the above rotation occurs at each joint, 
the change in curvature expression for joint o becomes 
= 
1 
2a (Vc - Vo). 
A similar relation is obtained from the V displacements at joints 
o and b. 
= 
1 2a (Vo- Vb). 
Hence# the total effect at joint o is 
1 
= - - (Vc- Vb) 2a 
Therefore# the total change in curvature in the 9 direction is 
( 1 1 Xg-,= - s (Vvc - 2\Vo + \Vb) + 2 a (Vc - Vb)J. (14) 
The following usual rnoment curvature relations are applicable1 
Mx = - n(Xx + V Xp] 
and Mg, = 
- D (Xcp+ Y Xx). 
In contrast to the normal forces, Poisson's Ratio may be taken into 
account directly, since the moments are constant across the joint. 
The final moment - curvature relations are 
Mx - D ( 
1 ( W 3 - 2 W o - \V 2) -J (We - 2Wo + \Vb) = 7 + s-'Z 
+ 
-v (Vc - Vb)) (15) 2sa 
M<P (~ 1 (Vc- v and = - D (We - 2Wo + \Vb) + -- Vb)+-:-z--2sa s 
(W 3 - 2Wo + W 2> ) . ( 16) 
When y = 0 the equations used in this analysis beco1ne 
21 
Mx = - D ( 1 
-;z (W 3 - 2Wo + w 2>) (17) 
and Mcp - D (;z (We - 2Wo + Wb) + 1 (Vc - Vb) J. (18) = -z-sa-
d. Twisting Moments 
An element of the shell. previously defined as the area bounded 
by four rigid bars. is used in forrnulating the expression relating the 
twisting moment to the joint deformations in the bar- spring system. 
A thin slice of this shell element at a distance Z from the middle 
surface is analyzed in terms of the horizontal shear deformations. 
The relation between the shear strain and the displacements for the 





-z- {W 3-c - We - \V3 + Wo). ( 19) 
s 






( W 3-c - W 3 W c - W o l { s ) -( s > .. 
-z 
= "S'T" (W 3_c - W3 - We + Wo) {20) 
The expression for ho~izontal shear is 
y = sG ( (U3 - Uo) + ( V3 - Vo) ] . {21) 
\Vhen Eqs. (19) and (20) are substituted in the above. the shear is 
expressed in terms of the \V displacements of the joints by 
-c = -·2~Z ( w 3_c - W3 - We + Wo). 
s 
For the determination of the resulting moments of these horizontal 
shearing stresses. the expression relating twisting moments to 
radial components \V of the joint displacements becomes 
W no-....; > 
Mx<P = --- s2 ( W 3 _c - \V3 - \Vc + \Vo). 
22 




The corresponding component of the twisting moment is 
v Mx¢ = 
D(l-V) 
sa 
\Vhen the two effects are summed up, the final twisting moments 
expression becmp.es 
Mx~ = + 
1 
S2 (W3-c- W3 - . We+ Wo) 1-
. (23) 
4. Equations of Equilibrium in Terms of Forces 
First to be considered are the equilibrium conditions of a typical 
interior elastic joint. A typical interior joint and the forces acting 
upon it are shown in Fig. 3. Since the joint is of infinitesimal 
dimensions and the normal moments are constant across the joint, 
the equations dealing with the summation of moments are automatically 
satisfied. From the summation of forces in the-=<. direction, we obtain 
0-3 _ 0-2 o-c o-b 
Nx - Nx + N~x - N4'x +Px = o. (24) 
Summation of the tangential forces in the y direction gets 
- o-c o-b - o-c - o-b ~¢ 0-3 
N <f> - N ~ - (Q<P + Q cp ) y + NxcJ> 
0-2 
- Nxg) + Py = o. (25) 
Similarly, for the radial forces in the z direction, the equilibrium 
equation becomes 
0-3 
Qx 0-2 - o-c 
- Qx + Q9 
+ Pz = o. 
- o-b -o-c - o-b ~ Q4 -t-(Nf:P +Ng, ) 2 
(26} 
(Note: The superscript notation is shown in Fig::. 3 and 5.) 
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The n1oment- shear relations obtained fron1 consideration of 
the equilibrium of the rigid bars, are expressed as follows. 
For the longitudinal bar by summation of the moments in the y 
direction 
- 3 - 0 - c(0-3) - b(0-3) - (0-3) 
Mx - Mx + M<Px - Mc;Px - Qx (s) = o, 
then. 
- (0-3) 1 - 3 - o - c(0-3) - b(0-3) Qx = s (Mx - Mx + Mq>x - M g>x J. (27) 
Similarly 
Mxo _ - 2 -· c(0-2) - b(0-2) - (0-2) · Mx + M<;j>x - Mg>x - Qx (:3) = o , 
then 
Qx(0-2) 1 [ M 0 M 2 M c(0-2) M . b(0-2)) (2 S) = s X - X + c}>X - (,Y X • 
For the circunlferential bar by summation of the moments in the X 
direction, 
M p c _ M cp o + Mxg> 3(0-c) _ Mx~ 2(o-c) _ Qcp (O-C) (s) = 0 , 
then 
Similarly 
Mcpo _ Mcpb + Mx<:p3(o-b) _ Mxg>2(o-b) _ Q~ (o-b)(s) = o, 
then 
These expressions are now substituted in the equations for the elastic 
joint and the resulting final equilibrium equations are 
- · o-3 - 0-2 - o-c - o-b (31} Nx - Nx + N cp x - Npx + Px = o 
24 
Substituting equation (29) and (30) into the equation (25) yields 
- o-c - o-b 1 - b - c - 3 (o-c) - 2(o-c) 
N 4> - Nq:, + 2 a (Mc:p - M<f> - Mxcp + Mxcp 
3(o-b) - 2(o-b) - 0-2 - o-3 
- Mx<P + Mx¢ ) Nxc;P + Nxg> _ + Py = o . (32) 
Substituting equation (27) (28) (29) & (30) into the equation (26) yields 
~ (M cp c - 2 M4° + Mcpb + Mx3 - 2Mx0 + Mx2 + Mxg, 3<o-c) 
- 2(o-c) - 3(o-b) - 2(o-b) - c(0-3) b(0-3) 
- Mx<P - Mxg> + Mxcp + Mcpx - Mg>x 
- c(0-2) - b(0-2) s - o-c - o-b 
- Mcpx + M <:p x ) + 2a (N <;P + N cp ) + Pz = o . 
. . . . (33) 
5. Equations of Equil~brium in Term of Displacements 
With the substitution of displacements for forces by using the 
force - displacement relations the equilibrium equations of the typical 
elastic joint become as below. 
From equation (7) we have 
- · 0-3 Nx = E h (U 3 - U 0) 
Nxo- 2 -- E h < > and Uo- U2. 
From equation (12) we obtain 
o-c 











(Uc- Uo) +! (V3-c + V3- V2-c- V2) J 
(Uo- Ub) +_!4(V3 + v3-b- v2- v2-b>). 
Substituting above relationship into the equation (31) we get the final 
result. 
E h ( u 3 + 
1 
+ 8 v2-b) 
1 1 1 1 1 2 Uc- 3Uo +-z ub + u2 +a v3-c- 8 v2-c- "'8 v3-b 
= - Px (34) 
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From equation (18) the following equations can be obtained. 
::i 
- c Eh 1 1 
M 4 = -12 ( s (Wd- 2\Vc + Wo) + 2 a (Vd-Vo) ). 
- o E h 3 1 1 J M cp = -~ l s (We - 2Wo + Wb) + za (Vc - Vb) , 
M b E h3 [ 1 1 , and ¢ = - ---r2" s (Wo .- 2Wb + Wa) + 2a (Vc - Va)j. 
From equation (17) we have 
- 3 E h 3 [ 18 Mx = - 12 
--o Eh 3 ( 
8
1 Mx =- --~ 
. \2 
and Mx2 = - E h 3 ( 1s 
12 
(W4-2W 3 + Wo) ) , 
(W3 - 2Wo + W2) ) , 
(Wo - 2w2 + w 1>J. 
From equation (23) we have 
- 3(0-C) E h3 l Vc- V3-c 1 ) 
Mxc:p = ----r2 a + s (We - vV 3 _c - Wo + W3) , 
- 2{0-c) E h 3 ( V2-c-Vc 1 
Mx<P = ---r2 a . + "S 
- 3(o-b) Eh3(-v3-b+Vb 1 
Mxq• = ---r2" a + s 
- 2(o-b) Eh3(-Vb+V2-b 1 
Mx¢ = 1~ + -
(W2-c - V.lc - W2 + \Vo) J. 
(W 3- b - W b - W 3 + Wo)). 
(Wb - W2-b - Wo + W2)), 
a s M~xc(0-3) =Er~ 3rv3a- v3-c + ! (W3- w3-c- Wo +we>). 
- b(0-3) _ Eh 3 (-V3-b + V3 + _1 (W W W W >J M<Px - 12 a s 3-b - 3 - b + o • 
Mcpxc(0-2) = E [13. [V2-c a- V2 + ; (W 2-c - W2 - We+ Wo) J • 
and M;f, b(0-2) =E h 3 (-V2 + V2-b +.!. (W2 - v.,r 2 _b- Wo +\Vb)). 
'T'x 12 a 8 
From equation {12) we have 
-- 0-2 E h [ 1 b b)] Nxc)> = -2- (Vo- V2) + 4 (U2-c + Uc- U2- - U , 
0-3 E h 1 · 1 
and Nxcy = · 2 . [ (V3 - Vo) + -zr (U3-c +De - U3-b- Ub) . 
From equation (8) we have 
- 0-c · ( s Ng> = Eh (Vc - Vo) - 2 a (We+ Wo)J. 
and - o-b h~ s >] N ~ = E ~( Vo - Vb) -za (Wo + \Vb · 
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Substituting above relationship into the equation (32) and(33) one can 
obtain the final resulting equations below. 
[ 1 1 1 E h V c + 2 V 3 - 3 Vo + 2 V 2 + V b + 8 (U 3 _ c - U 2 _ c + U 2 _ b 
-u3-b)- 2sa (We- Wb)J + Eh 3[2,i"sa (Wd- 4Wc + 4Wb 
1 
- 2Vo- 4Vb + Va + 2V3 _c + 2V3_b + 2V2-c + 2V2 _b)) = -Py. 
(35) 
Eh3 ( 
12s2 LW4 + \Vd- 8\.V3- 8\Vc + 20\.Vo- 8W2 - 8\Vb + \V1 
s 
+ \Va + 2Vi 3 _c + 2W 3 _ b + 2W 2 _ b + 2\V 2 _c +""'2a (Vd 
- 6Vc + 6Vb- Va + 4V3 _c + 4V2 _c- 4V2 _b- 4V3 _b) J 
E h s 2 1 1 
+ ? .... a- - -- (Vc - Vb) + -- (We + 2Wo + \Vb) = +Pz. s 2a 
(36) 
For convenience in applying the above equations, they are presente d in 
pictorial pattern for1n as shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. The arbitrary 
constants R, J and K have been introduced to simplify the expressions 
in the patterns. 
6. ~oundary Conditions 
V..'hen the elastic joint under consideration is in the position of 
boundary, a modification must b e made in the pattern. The type of boundary 
support w ill c ontrol the manner of pattern modification. Therefore, 
two gene ral boundary supports will be considered. 
For nondefle cting supports, such as fixed s uppor t s o r hinge d 
supports. the pattern may be modified directly through known displacement 
'-
1 








-"'8 V3-b +8 V3-c 
... 
"" 'l. 1 
-8 V 2-c 
(b) V displacements 
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X 
FIG. 6 PATTERNS REPRESENTING THE SUl\·Il\'IATION OF 
FORCES IN THE LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION GIVEN 
F'OR A GENERAL Il\J"'"TF.RIOR ._TOINT 
2 
h 











O K····_ya ____ ~ -4K_)Vb -(3+2K)VTo (1-4K)Vc -QKVct 
- , I - · ----





(b) V Displacements 
JW3-c 
s I s 
~+(4J+2a)W~ cl 4J::r2a)V[c0 + JW d 
~'!!_?_:.b __ l ______ j +JW2-c 
(c) W Displacements 
FIG. 7 PATTERNS REPRESENTING THE SUMMATION OF 
FORCES IN THE CIRCUMFERENTIAL DIRECTION 








(a) W Displacen'lents 
-4JV 3 b -----r +4JV 3-c ~~ ~- ---1-
s 
z 
-JVa (6J+ ;a)Vb ! . 
0---·-----.f"'- - -&~---- -----·-···--
-(6J+2a)V c + JV d 
.. -··-- - --- --=() 
-4JV2-b +4JV2-c 
------· ··--·- ···------o 
(b) V Displacements 
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FIG. 8 PATTERNS REPRESENTING THE SUMMATION OF 
FORCES IN THE HADIAL DIRECTION GIVEN FOR 
A GENERAL INTERIOR JOINT 
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conditions. The displacement of the joints on tre boundary are, 
of course, zero for both types of support. · 
For deflecting supports, such as an edge beam of finite 
stiffness, the displacements of the edge joints and the imaginary 
joint are not directly ascertainable. The magnitudes of the forces 
at the boundary are known so the original equilibrium equation may 
be modified to take account of boundary conditions. The equilibrium 
equation based on the summation of forces for a joint on the free edge 
boundary, which is representative of the case for an edge beam of 
zero stiffness, will be worked out in detail. The normal force, the 
shear force, the normal rnoment and the twisting moments at the 
boundary are zero. Hence, from Eq. (31} the resulting equilibrium 
equation is 
- 0-3 - 0-2 - o-b Nx - Nx - N 9 x + Px = 0. 
Using Eq. (32), the resulting equilibrium equation becomes 
- o-b 1 - b- - 3(o-b} - 2(o-b) -- 0-2 
-N<t> + 2a (M cp Mxt;t> + Mx~ ) - Nx~ 
0-3 
+Nx<P + Py = 0. 
Using Eq. (33}, the resulting equilibrium eq'..Iation is 
! (M~b + Mx3 - 2lvfx:0 + Mx2 - Mx~3(o-b) + Mxg>2(o-b} 
- b(O- 3} - b(0-2} s o- b 
Mq:>x + M~x ) + 2 a N cp + Pz = 0. 
By substitution of the force displacement relations, the above 
equations become as follows. 
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1 3 1 1 1 
Eh[.2 U3 - 2 Uo + 2 U2 + 2 Ub - B (V3 + v 3_b-V2-V2 _b)] 
. . . . ( 38) 
= Pz • (39) 
The pattern for the above equations (37), (38} and (39) are 
shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11. Patterns for the case of a free 
longitudinal edge are shown in Figs. 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. 
7. Application 
The patterns developed may now be applied to specific 
problen1s. Application of these pattems to each elastic joint of the 
system yields a set of three equations. From these three equations 
for each joint, a system of simuitaneous linear equations is obtained 
WP..ich when solved expresses the magnitudes and directions of the 






(a) U Di~placements 
1 1 
- 8V3 -8V3-b 
·--D 
1 1 
+8V2 --c + 8V2-b 
(b) V Displacements 
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FIG. 9 PATTERNS IN FIG. 6 APPLIED AT FREE EDGE BOUNDARY 
X 
1 
- 8U3-b +2KV3 _b 
3 
1 
+4V2_______ +2KV 2 _b 
(a) U Displacements {b) V Displacements 
+JV/3 
s s 
-(3J--2-a)W . +(4J+ 7a)Wb- JWa 
-zr -o 
(c) \V Displacements 




(a) W Displacements 
-4JV3-b 
-4~V2-b 
(b) V Displaceme nts 




1 1 X 
+ 8 U 3-c-·-,-------4 -8 u3-b 
cf>_._j 








r+JW3-c -JW3-b ----~------, 
s . s 
!1 -(2.T+2a)\:V . -JWo +(4J+2a)vVb. -J\Va ~--- --~-------c) 
I +J"':~.:s__- -------1-JW 2-b 
(c) W Displacements 
FIG. 12 PATTERNS OF FIG . 7 APPLIED ONE GRID SPACING 
FROM FREE EDGE 
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+2RW3-b 
2 52 2 
5 5 
6R-4a2)Wc :T{l9R+2a2)_~6 -(8R-4a_2W() + RWa 
+2RW2-b 
(a} W Displacements 
s l s 
I 
- I -
-(6J+2a)Vc I+,JVo ~(6Jt2a)Vb~_-JVa ____ l_______ ____ , --·------.. -u 
I 
0-+4JV2-c L_ ' -4JV2-b 
(b) V Displacement 
FIG. 13 PATTERNS OF FIG. 8, APPLIED ONE GRID 




A cylindrical shell which is simply supported along the two 
circumferential boundaries and free along the two longitudinal edges, 
shown in Fig. 14a, will be analyzed by the analogous bar-spring 
system. The following dimensions and loads are assumed: 
Longitudinal span = 
Shell thickness, h = 
Shell radius. a = 
Total subtended angle = 
Ratio of shell radius to 
longitudinal span = 
31.41 ft. 





= 0. 955 
Uniform live load {on the horizontal projection of the shell) 
= 25 lbs. I sq. ft. 
Uniform dead load = 43. 7 5 lbs. I sq. ft. 
A 6 x 6 grid will be used, therefore, the angle,~ cp between the bars 
at the elastic joints is 10° or 0. 1745 radians and the bar length is 
5. 2 35 ft. The joints are numbered consecutively as shown in Fig. 
14b. 
J :: = 
R = = 
24 X 5. 235 X 30 
{3.5112) 2 
12 x( 5. 2 3 55! 
are 




(a) Shell Dimensions 
11 101 9 8 _ It J 1 
7 _J_ 5. 4 5 --:r-
- t----1 
31 2 ,I 1o 1 2 -4 
--+-r ---+-' -~ - ---r---,-- 1 ~- y 
7 
• I I 
I I I 
11 
x 
(b) Joint Norr .. enclature 
FIG. 14 E X...A.MPL E PROB L E M 
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The loading g and its components of the external concentrated load 
P. applied at the joint of the bar-spring system acting in the x, y 
and z direction are shown below: 
2 g 0 = g4 = g8 = 25 + 43.75 = 68. 75lbs. /ft. 
Pxo = Px4 = Px8 = 0 
Pyo = Py 4 = Py 8 = 0 
Pzo = Pz4 = Pz 8 = 5. 235 x 5. 235 x 68. 75 = 1884. 1 lbs. 
0 g1 = g5 = g 9 = 25cos10 + 43. 75 
= 25 X 0 . .9848 + 43.75 
= 24. 62 + 43.75 = 68. 37 lbs. /ft. 2 
Pxl = Px5 = Px9 = 0 
Py1 = Py5 = Py9 = 5. 235 x 5. 235 x 68. 37 sinl0° 
= 27. 405 X 68. 37 X 0. 17 36 = 325. 27 lbs. 
Pz 1 = Pz5 :.: Pz9 = 5. 235 x 5. 235 x 68. 37 cos10° 
= 27. 405 X 68. 37 X 0. 9848 = 1845. 20 lbs. 
0 
. g 2 = g 6 = g 1 0 ::: 2 5 c 0 s 2 0 -:- 4 3. 7 5 
= 25 X 0. 9397 + 43.75 
2 
= 23.49 + 43. 75 = 67. 24 lbs. /ft. 
Px2 = Px6 = Px10 = 0 
Py2 :=; Py6 = Py 10 == 5. 235 x 5. 235 x 67. 24 sin 20° 
= 27.405 X 67. 24 X 0. 3420 = 630. 21 lbs. 
Pz2 = Pz 6 = Pz1o = 5. 235 x 5. 235 x 67. 24 cos 20° 
= 27.405 X 67. 24 X 0. 9397 == 1731. 60 lbs. 
then 
g3 = g7 = g 11 = 25cos 30° + 43.75 
= 25 X 0. 866 + 43. 75 
2 
= 21. 65 + 43. 75 = 65. 40 lbs. /ft . 
Py3 = Py7 = Py11 = 5. 235 x 2. 6175 x 65.40 sin 30° 
= 13.702 X 65.40 X 0. 5 = 448. 06 lbs. 
Pz3 = Pz7 = Pz11 = 5. 235 x 2. 6125 x 65.40 cos 30° 
= 13.702 X 65.40 X 0. 866 = 776 . 03 lbs. 
E = 4 x 106 lbs. /in. 2 (Concrete) 
h = 3. 5 in. 
Eh = 3. 5 x 4 x 106 = 14 x 106 lbs. /in. 
Pxo Px4 Px8 
0 Eh - = Eh= = Eh 
Pyo Py4 Py8 
Eh = Eh :: Eh = 0 
Pzo Pz4 Pz8 1884.10 
Eh = Eh -= Eh :: -r4x106 :: 0. 00013458 in. 
Px1 Px5 Px9 
Eh = Eh :: Eh :: 0 
Py1 Py_!?. Py9 325.27 
Eh = Eh - Eh = 14x106 = 0. 00002323 in. 
Pz1 Pz5 Pz9 1845.20 
Eh = Eh = Eh = 14x10° = 0. 00013180 in. 
Px2 Px6 PxlO 
Eh = Eh = Eh = 0 
Py2 Py6 _!'_y1 0 630.21 
Eh -· Eh = Eh = 14x1o6 = o. 00004501 in. 
40 
41 
Pz2 Pz6 Pz10 1731.60 
Eh = Eh = Eh = 14x106 = 0. 00012369 in. 
Px3 Px7 Px11 
Eh = Eh = Eh = 0 
p~ Py7 Py11 448.06 
Eh = Eh = Eh = 14x100 = 0. 00003200 in .. 
Pz3 Pz7 Pz11 776.03 
Eh = Eh = Eh = 14 X 106 = 0. 00005543 in. 
The displacement components of joints along lines of symmetry 
which are perpendicular to the displacement are known to be zero. 
Due to the reversal in the directions of the displacement components 
about the lines of symmetry, the equilibrium equation dealing with 
the sumrnation of forces in the direction of the displacernent drops out 
by cancellation. Thus, a balance is maintained between the number 
of unknowns and the number of equations. In applying the patterns 
the following equations are obtained or developed. 
The equations obtained by applying the patterns in Figs. 6 
and 9 to the appropriate joints are: 
0) By symmetry - no equation 
1) By symmetry - no equation 
2) By symmetry - no equation 
3) By symn1et ry - no equation 
4) U5-3U4+U8+.25V1- .25V9=0 
5) . 5U 4 -3 Us + . 5U 6 + Ug + . 125 V 2 - . 125 V 1o = 0 
6) . 5 U 5 - 3U 6 + • 5 U 7 + U 1 0 - . 12 5 V 1 + . 12 5 V 3 + . 1 2 5 V 9 - . 12 5 V 11 = 0 
42 
7) . S U 6 - 1. S U 7 + . S U 11 + . 12 S V 2 + . 12 S V 3 - . 12 S V1 0- . 12 S V 11 = 0 
a) u 4 - 3Ua+U9 + .2svs = o 
9) Us+ .sua - . 3u9 + .su10 - .12sv6 = o 
10) U6 +. S U9 -3U10 +. SU11- .12SVs +. 12SV7 = 0 
11) . 5U7 + . 5U10 - 1. SU11 +. 12SV6 +. 12SV7 = 0 
The equations obtained by applying the patterns in Figs. 7. 10 
and 12 to the appropriate joint are: 
0) By symmetry - no equations 
1) -. 2SU4 + . 2SU6 + VS - 3. OOOOOS91 V1 + . 99999212V2 
+ . oooo0197V3 + . ooooo788Vs + . 08734028 Wo 
- • 00002257Wl - . 08734028W2 + . 00002257W3 
- . 00004S14:Vl4 + . 00004514'W6 :.: -0. 00002323 
2) -. 2SU5 +. 25U7 -r- v 6 +. 99999212V1 - 3. 00000197V2 
+ •. 99999212V3 +. 00000788V5 + . 00000788V7 
- • 00002257"WQ + . 08734028W1 - . 00002257W2 
- . 08729514~vvs - . oooo4514VV 5 + . oooo4S14W7 
= :-0.00004501 
3) -.25Us + .251J 7 + .5V7 + .00000197V1 + .99999212V2 
- 1. 50000107V3 + . 00000788V6 - . 00002257W 1 
+. 08734028vV 2 + . 08718229\V3 - . 00004514vV6 
;- . 00004514\V7 = - 0. 00003200 
4) By syn1mctry - no equation 
5) -.125Ua + .125U 10 +. 5Vg +. 5V1 - 3. 00000591V5 
+. 99999212V6 + . 00000197V7 + . 00000394V1 o 
+. 00000394V2-. 00002257W5 +. 08734028vV4 
- . 087 34028W 6 + . 00002257vV7 - . 00002257Vv' 8 
- • oooo2257Wo + . oooo2257\v10 + . oooo2257 w 2 
= -0. 00002323 
6) -.125Ug + .125U!l +. 5V10 +. 5V2 +. 99999212V5 
-3. 00000197V6 + . 99999212V7 -t- • 00000394Vg 
+. 00000394V! + . 00000394Vll 1- • 00000394V3 
-. 00002257\.\/4 +. 08734028W5 - . 00002257vV6 
- . 08729514\V7- . 00002257V/g - . 00002257Wl 
+. 00002257W!l +. 00002257\V3 = -0.00004501 
7) -. 125U!O +. 125Ulf +. 00000197V5 +. 99999212V6 
-1.50000197V7 + .25Vll + .25V3 + .00000394V10 
+ . 00000394V2 - . 00002257W5 + . 08734028\V 6 
+ . 08718229vV7 - . 00002257\VlO - . 00002257vV2 
+. 00002257Wll +. 00002257W3 = -0.00003200 
8) By syrnn1etry - no equation 
9) -. 125U6 +. 125U 4 - 3. 00000591Vg +. 99999212V10 
+ . 00000197Vll + . SV5 J_. • 00000394V 6 - . 000022 57\V g 
. +. 08734028\Vs - . 03734028'vVlO + . 00002257\Vll 
- • 00002357\V4 + . 00002257Vv'G = -0. 00002323 
43 
10) -.125U7 +. 125U5 +. 99999212V9 - 3. 00000197V10 
+. 99999212V11 +. 5V6 +. 00000394V5 +. 00000394V7 
- . 00002257W8 + . 08734028VI9 - . 08729514W11 
- . 00002257W1 o - . 00002257W5 + . 00002257W7 
= :--0. 00004501 
11) -. 125U7 +. 125U6 +. 00000197V9 +. 99999212V10 
- 1. 50000197V11 + . 00000394V6 + . 25V7 
-. 00002257Wg +. 08734028W10 +. 08718229W11 
- • 00002257W6 + . 00002257V/7 = -0. 00003200 
44 
The equations obtained by applying the patterns in Figs. 8, 
11, and 13 to the appropriate joint are: 
0) . 00004514V2 - . 17477084Vl + . 00036112V5 
+. ooo51736\V2 +. 01108624\\' 1 +. 02039872W 0 
- . 00413888V/ 4 + . 00206944\Vs + . 00051736W8 
= o. 00013458 
1) . 00002257Vl + . 00018056V6 - . 08738542V2 
+ . 00002257V3 + . 00554312Wo + . 02039872W1 
-t· • 00554312\V2 -t-. 00025868V/3 +. 00103472\tV4 
+ . 000517~~6\<V9 - . 004138S8',iV5 + . 00103472W6 
= 0. 00013180 
2) -. 00018056V 5 + . 087 38542V 1 + . 000022 57V2 
+. 0001805 6V7 - . 08'7 38542V3 + . 0002 5868\tV 0 
- . 00551:312W1 + . 02014004\<V2 + . 00606048W3 
+ . 00103472W5 + . 00103472W7 - . 00413888W 6 
+ .00051736W1o = 0.00012369 
3) -. 00002257Vl + . 08734028V2 - . 08722743V3 
-. 00018056V6 +. 00009028V7 +. 00025868Wl 
+. 00606048vV2 +. 00968200W3 +. 00103472W6 
- . 00206944W7 + . 00025868W11 = 0. 00005543 
4) -. 17477.084V5 + . 00004514V6 + . 00018056V9 
+. 00018056V1 +. 00051736Vv6 + . 01108624W5 
+ . 02065740W 4 + . 00103472W 9 - . 00206944W 8 
+ . 001 03472W1 - • 00206944Wo = 0. 00013458 
5) • 00002257V5 + . 00009028V1 o + . 00009028V2 
- . 08738542V6 + : 00002257V7 + . 02091608W 5 
+ • 00554312W4 +. 00551312W0 +. 00025868W7 
+ .00051736W8 + .00051736W1 o + .00051736Wo 
+ .00051736vV2 - .00206944\Vg- .00206944W1 
= o. 00013180 
6) . 08738542V5 + . 00002257V 6 - . 08738542V7 
- . 0000902 8V 9 + . 0000902 8V 11 - . 00009028Vl 
+ . 0000902 8V 3 + . 0002 5868V/4 + . 005 54312\\r 5 
+ . 02039872\-V G + . 00606048W 7 + . 000517 36W9 
+. 00051736\Vll +. 00051736\Vl +. 00051736\V3 
- • 00206944Vl2 - . 00206944W 1 o = 0. 00012369 
7) -. 000022 57V 5 + . 087 3402 8V 6 - . 087227 43V7 
45 
-. 00009028V10 -. 00009028V2 + . 00004514V11 
+. 00004514V3 + . 00025868W 5 +. 00606048W6 
+. 00981134W7 +. 00051736W10 +. 0051736W2 
- .00103472\V11- .00103472W3 = 0.00005543 
8) -. 17477084V 9 + . 00004514V 10 + . 00018056V5 
+ . 00103472W 5 - . 00206944W 4 + . 00025868W o 
+. 01108624W9 +. 00051736W1 o +. 02039872vV8 
= 0. 00013458 
9) • 00002257V1 1 -. 08738542V1o +. 00002257V9 
+. 00009028V6 +. 00025868vV11 +. 00554312Vv' 1o 
+ . 000517 36\V 6 + . 02065740W9 - . 00206944\V 5 
+ • 00025868W 1 + . 00554312~W 8 + . 00051736W 4 
= 0.00013180 
1 0) • 087 38542V 9 - . 0000902 8V5 - . 087 38542V11 
+ . 00009028V7 + . 00002257V 10 + . 00025868W 8 
+.00554312Vv 9 + . 00051 'i' 36W 5 + . 02014004W10 
- . 00206944W6 + . 00025868\V2 +. 00051736W7 
+ .00606048W11 = 0.00012369 
11) -. 00002257Vg +. 08'73402SV1o- . 08722743Vu 
-. 00009028V6 +. 00004514V7 + . 00025868\Vg 
+. 00606048W!O +. 00968200vV11 +. 0051736\V6 
- • 00103472W7 + . 00012934\V3 = 0. 00005543 
46 
47 
Solving these equations the following displacement components 
are obtained: 
uo = 0 vo = 0 
u1 = 0 v1 = -0.00000615 
u2 = 0 v2 = 0.00471551 
U3 = 0 V3 = 0.01449666 
u4 = 0.00018799 v4 = 0 
Us = 0.00041239 Vs = 0.00011761 
u6 = 0.00117462 v6 = 0.00394429 
U7 = 0.00206786 V7 = 0.01227946 
u8 = 0.00014669 v8 = 0 
Ug = 0.00022267 Vg = -0.00002574 
U1o = 0.00135064 V1o = 0.00205003 
U11 = 0.00249148 V11 = 0.00701224 
Wo = -0.00177035 
w1 = 0.01057005 
w2 = 0.05690402 
w3 = 0.06496675 
\:V 4 = -0.00012211 
V.fs = 0.01043626 
w6 = 0.04283901 
W7 = 0.05943056 
vv8 = 0.00123469 
48 
W9 = 0.00732288 
0.02513689 
= 0.03765060 
Note: The computer data of this example is shown in Appendix I-(A) 
The same example as in Section III using instead an 8 x 8 
grid for comparison of deflections is shown below: 
H u 171 
1.:: 13 12 
9 8 7 
4 3l 2 
-t-
9 al 7 
1"= 1~ 1 
H 18 1'; 
The angle ,S cp = 
bar l e n g th = 
11 1 f) 1 h 1 7! 
11 
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-8-- = 3. 9 2 6 t. 
19 
The joints are nmnbered c onsecutively as s how n in a bove 
Fig. In applying the patterns the value s of the c ons t ant s are : 
h 2 (3. 5/ 12)2 
K = = = .000001 97 
48a 2 48 X3()""2 
49 
h2 (3.5/12)2 
. 00003009 J = = = 24sa 24 X 3, 926 X 30 
R = h2 = (3. 5/12)2 = . 00045994 
12s2 12 X 3. 926z-
The loading g and its com.ponent of the external concentrated 
load P applied at the joint of the bar- spring system acting in the 
x, y and z direction are shown below: 
go= g5 = g10 = g15 = 25 + 43.75 = 68.75 lbs./ft. 2 
Px0 = Px5 = Px10 = Px15 = 0 
Pyo = Py5 = Py10 = py 15 = 0 
Pzo = Pz5 = Pz10 = Pz15 = 3. 926 x 3. 926 x 68.75 = 1059. 64 lbs. 
g1 : g5 = g11 = g16 = 2 5 COS 7° 30 I + 43, 7 5 
= 25 X 0, 99144 + 43.75 
= 24.79 + 43.75 = 68. 54 Lbs. /ft. 2 
Px1 = Px5 = Px11 = Px16 = 0 
Py1 = Py6 = Py11 = Py16 = 3. 926 x 3. 926 x 68.54 sin 7° 30' 
= 15.413 X 68. 54 X 0. 13053 
= 137. 893lbs. 
Pz 1 = Pz6 = Pz11 = Pz16 = 3. 926 x 3. 926 x 68.54 cos 7° 30' 
= 15.; 413 X 68. 54 X 0. 99144 
= 1047.367lbs. 
g2 = g7 = g12 = gl 7 = 25 cos 15° + 43. 75 
= 25 X 0. 96593 + 43, 75 
? 
= 24. 15 + 43. 75 = 67. 90 lbs./ ft. ~ 
then 
50 
Py2 = Py7 = Py12 = Py17 = 3. 926 x 3. 92'6 x 67.90 sin 15° 
. = 15.413 X 67.90 X 0. 25882 = 270.865 lbs. 
Pz2 = Pz7 = Pz12 = Pz17 = 3. 926 x 3. 926 x 67. 90 cos 15° 
= 15. 41"3 X 67.90 X 0 . 96593 = 1010.884 lbs. 
g3 : g8 = g13 = g18 = 25 cos 22° 30' + 43. 75 
= 25 X 0. 92 388 + 43. 75 
= 23. 10 + 43. 75 = 66. 85 lbs. I ft. 2 
Px3 = Pxs = Px13 = PxlB = 0 
Py3 =Pya = Py1 3 = Py18 = 3. 926 x 3. 926 x 66. 85 sin 22°30' 
:.: 15.413 X 66. 85 X 0. 38268 = 394.298 lbs. 
Pz3 = Pza = Pz13 = Pz1a = 3. 926 x 3. 926 x 66. 85 cos 22° 30' 
= 15.413 X 66. 85 X 0. 92388 = 951. 929 lbs. 
g4 = g9 = g14 = gl9 = 25 cos 30° + 43. 75 
= 25 X 0. 866 + 43. 75 
2 
= 21.65 + 43.75 = 65.40 lbs./ft. 
Px4 = Px9 = Px14 = Px19 = 0 
Py4 = Pyg = Py14 :: P Y19 = 3. 926 x 1. 963 x 65.40 sin 30° 
= 7. 707 X 65.40 X 0. 5 = 252.019 lbs. 
0 
Pz4 = Pz9 = Pz14 = P 219 = 3. 926 x 1. 963 x 65.40 cos 30 
= 7. 707 X 65. 40 X 0. 866 = 436. 497 lbs. 
P_:<5 = PX10 _PX15 









= 0 Eh Eh Eh Eh 
Pz 0 Pz 5 Pzlo = PZ15 1059.64 0.00007569 = = = 14 X 106 = in. Eh Eh Eh Eh 
Px1 
= ~ = ~= ~ = 0 Eh Eh Eh Eh 
Pyl Py6 ~ Pyl 6 137 . 893 




= ~ = Pz.lJi. = 1047.367 = 0.00007481 in. Eh Eh Eh Eh 14 X 106 
Px2 = ~ = ~ = Px1 7 = 0 Eh Eh Eh Eh 
Py2 
= ~ = Py12 = !2:1.7 = 270.865 = 0. 00001935 in. 




= Pz1~t = PZ17 = 1010. 884 = 0.00007221 in. 
Eh Eh Eh Eh 14 X 1QO 
_Px3 = Pxa ~ Pxla 0 = = = Eh Eh Eh Eh 
Py3 Pya Py13 PY18 398.298 
=-- = = = 14 X 106 = 0. 00002 816 in. Eh Eh Eh Eh 





= 0. 000067 99 in. = = T4X100 Eh Eh Eh Eh 
PX4 = Px9 = Px14 PX19 = 0 = 
Eh Eh Eh Eh 
Py4 Pyg P:yH._ ~ 252.019 
= = = = 14 X 106 = 0. 00001800 in. Eh Eh Eh Eh 
Pz4 
= 
Pzg PZ14 PZI9 436.497 0. 00003118 in. = = = 14 x io6 = Eh Eh Eh Eh 
The equations obtained by applying the patterrn in Figs. 6 and 9 
to the approp~iate joint are: 
52 
0) By symmetry - no equation 
1) By symmetry - no equation 
2) By symmetry - no equation 
3) By symmetry - no equation 
4) By symmetry - no equation 
5) U 6 - 3U 5 + U 1 0 + . 2 5 V 1 - . 2 5 V 11 = 0 
6) . 5U5 -3U6 +. 5U7 + U11 + . 125V2 - . 125V12 = 0 
7) . 5U6 - 3U7 +. 5U8 + u 12-. 125V1 +. 125V3 +. 125V11 -. 125V13 = 0 
8) . 5U7 -3Us + . 5Ug +U 1 3 - . 125V2 + . 125V4 + . 125V12 - . 125V14 = 0 
9) . 5 u 8 - 1.5 u 9 - . 5 u 14 + . 12 5 v 3 + . 12 5 v 4 - . 12 5 v 13 - . 12 5 v 14 = 0 
10) u 11 - 3U1 o + u 15 + u 5 +. 25V6 - . 25V16 = 0 
11) . 5U10 - 3U11 + . 5U12 + U16 + U6 + . 125V7 - . 125V17 = 0 
12) . 5U1 1 - 3U12 + . 5U13 + U17 + U7 + . 125Vs- . 125V6 - . 125V1s 
+. 125V16 = 0 
13) • 5U12 - 3Ul3 +. 5U14 +Us+ u 18 +. 125V9- .125V7 - . 125V19 
+.125V17=0 
14) . 5Ug +. 5U1g- 1. 5U14 + . 5U13 +. 125Vg +. 125V8 - . 125V1 g 
- . 125V18 = 0 
15) u 10 - 3U15 + U16 +. 25V11 = 0 
16) u 11 - 3U16 + . 5U15 -r . 5U17 + .125V12 = 0 
17) U12- 3U1 7 +. 5U16 +. 5U18 + .125V13 - .125V11 = 0 
18) U13 - 3U1 a -t • 5U17 + . 5UHJ + . 125V14 - . 125V12 = 0 
19) . 5 u 14 + . 5 u 18 - 1. 5 u 19 + . 12 5 v 1 3 ; - . 12 5 v 14 = 0 
The equations obtained by applying the patterns in Figs. 7, 
10 and 12 tQ the appropriate joint are: 
0) By symmetry - no equation 
1) -0 25U5 + o 25U7 + V6 -30 00000591V1 + o 99999212V2 
+ o 00000197V3 + o 00000788V7 +. 06555369Wo 
- o 00003009Wl- o 06555369\V 2 + o 00003009W 3 
- o 00006018Ws + o 00006018W7 = -. 00000985 
2) -0 25U6 + o 25U8 - o 99999212V1 - 3. 00000394V2 
+ o 99999212V 3 + . 00000197V 4 + . 00000788V 6 
+ V7 + o 000007 88V 8 - o 00003009vV0 + . 065553G9\V 1 
+ o06555369W3 + o 00003009\V 4 - o 00006018\V 6 
+ 0 oooo6018W8 ~ - 0 oooo1935 
3) - o 25U7 + . 25U9 + o 00000197Vl + . 99999212V2 
- 30 00000197V3 +. 99999212V4 +. 00000788V7 
+ V 8 + • 000007 88V9 - . 00003009W 1 + . 06555369vV2 
- o 00003009W 3 - o 06549351 W 4 - . 00006018W7 
+ 0 00006018W9 =- . 00002816 
53 
4) -0 25U 8 + o 25Ug + o 00000197 V 2 +. 99999212V3 - 1. 50000197V4 
+ . 00000788V8 +. 5V9 - o 00003009W 2 +. 06555369V..r3 
+ o 06534306vV4 - o 00006018\A.'8 + o 00006018W9 = -. 00001800 
5) By symr.netry - no equation 
6) -o125U 1 o + o125U12 - 3. 00000591V6 +. 99999212V7 +. 00000197V8 
+ 0 5v11 + 0 00000394V12 +. 5Vl +. 00000394V2 
54 
-. 00003009\V O + . 00003009W 2 + . 06555369\Vs - . 00003009Vv 6 
- • 06555369W 7 + . 00003009W 8 - . 00003009W 10 + . 00003009W 12 
= - • 00000985 
7) -.125U11 + .125U13 +. 00000394V1 +. 5V2 + . 00000394V3 
+. 99999212V6 - 3. 00000394V7 +. 99999212V8 +. 00000197V9 
+ . 00000394V11 +. 5V12 +. 00000394V13-. 00003009\V1 
+ . 00003009W3 - . 00003009W5 + . 06555369W 6 
- • 06555369W8 +. 00003009W9 - . 00003009W 11 
+ . 00003009W 12 = -. 00001935 
8) -.125Ul2 + .125 U14 +. 00000394V2 +. 5V3 +. 00000394V4 
+. 00000197V6 + . 98999212V7 - 3. 00000197V 8 + . 99999212V 9 
+ . 00000394V12 + . SV13 + . 00000394V14 - . 00003009W2 
+ . 00003009V{4 - . 00003009W 6 + . 06555369\V7 - . 00003009',V 8 
- • 06549351 'W 9 - . 00003009W 12 + . 00003009W 14 
=~ 00002816 
9) -. 125U13 +. 125U14 +. 00000394V3 + . 25V 4 + . 00000197V7 
+ . 99999212V 8 - 1. 50000197V 9 + . 00000394 V 13 + . 25V 14 
- • 00003009\V 3 + . 000030097l4 - . 00003009¥.'7 + . 06555369W 8 
+ . 06534306Wg - . 00003008\V 13 + . 00003009Vl14 = -. 00001800 
1 0) By symmetry - no equation 
11) .125U 5 - .125C7- .125U 1 5 + .125U17 +. 5V6 +. 00000394V7 
-3. 00000591Vll +. 99999212V12 +. 00000197V13 +. 5V16 
+ . 00000394V17 - . 00003009W5 + . 00003009W 7 + . 06555369\V10 
-. 00003009W 11 - . 06555369W 12 + . 00003009W 13 
-. 00003009W15 + . 00003009\\'17 = -. 00000985 
12) . 125U6 - . 125U 8 - . 125U 16 + . 125U18 + . 00000394V6 
+. 5V7 + . 00000394V8 + . 99999212V11 - 3. 00000394V12 
+. 99999212V13 +. 00000197V14 +. 00000394V16 +. 5V17 
+. 00000394V18 - . 00003009W6 +. 00003009W8 
- . 00003009W1o + . 06555369Wu - . 06555369W13 
+ . 00003009Wi4 - . 00003009W 16 + . 00003009W 18 
= -. 00001935 
13) . 125U7 - . 125U9 - . 125U 17 + . 125U 19 + . 00000394V7 
+ . . 5V8 + . 00000394V 9 + . 00000197V 11 + . 99999212V 12 
-3. 00000197V13 + . 99999212Vl4 +. 0000039·4V17 
+. 5V18 +. 00000394V19- . 00003009W7 +. 00003009\Vg 
55 
-. 00003009W11 +. 06555369\-V12-. 00003009W13 -. 06549351Wf4 
-.00003009\\'17 + .00003009W19 = -.00002816 
14) . 125U 8 - .125U 9 - .125U 18 + .125U 19 +. 00000394V8 
+. 25V9 +. 00000197Vt2 +. 99999212Vl3- 1. 50000197Vl4 
+. 00000197V18 +. 25V19 - . 00003009\Vs +. 00003009vV 9 
-. 00003009\V12 + . 06555369vV13 +. 06534306Wl4 
-. 00003009W 18 + . 00003009Wt 9 = -. 00001800 
15) By symmetry - no equation 
16) .125U1o- . 125U12 +. 5V11 +. 00000394V12 - 3. 00000591V16 
+. 99999212V 17 +. 00000197V18 -. 00003009\Vlo 
+ . 00003009W12 + . 06555369\V15 - . 00003009W16 
- . 06555369W17 + . 00003009W18 = - • 00000985 
17) . 125U11 - .125U13 +. 00000394V11 +.SV12 + . 00000394V13 
56 
+. 99999212V16 - 3. 00000394V17 +. 99999212V18 +. 00000197V19 
- . 00003009W 11 + . 00003009Vf 13 - . 00003009W 15 
+. 06555369W16 -. 06555369W18 +. 00003009W19 = -. 00001935 
18) . 125U 12 - . 125U14 + . 00000394V12 + . 5V13 + . 00000394V14 
+. 00000197V16 + . 99999212V17 - 3. 00000197V18 
+. 99999212V19- . 00003009W12 +. 00003009W14 
- . 00003009W16 + . 06555369\V17 - . 00003009W 18 
- . 0654935l\V19 = -. 00002816 
19) + .125U13- .125U14 +. 00000394V13 +. 5V14 +. 00000197V17 
+. 99999212V18 - 1. 50000197V1g- . 00003009W13 +. 00003009W 14 
-. 90003009W17 +. 06555369W18 + . 06534306W19 = -. 00001800 
The equations obtaine d by applying the patterns in Figs. 8, 11 
and 13 to the appropriate joint a r e 
0) -.1312277 4 V 1 +. 00006018V2 + . 0004 8144V6 +. 01776157W 0 
+. 00120372\<V1 +. 00091988\<V2-. 00735904W5 +. 00367952\V6 
+ .00091 9 88Vv 10 = . oooo7 569 
1) . 00003009V1 - . 06561387V2 + . 00003 00 9V3 + . 0002 4 0 7 2V7 
+. ooo6018GW0 + . 018221s1w1 +. ooo60186\V2 
+ • 000459 94\V 3 + . 00183 97 6W5 - . 007 35904'W 6 + . 00183976vV7 
+ • 000 9 1 9 83\\11 1 = . 00007 4 81 
57 
2) . 06561387V 1 - . 06561387V 3 + . 00003009V 4 - . 00024072V 6 
+. 00024072V8 +. 00045994W0 +. 00060186W1 +. 01776157W2 
+. 00060186W3 + . 00045994W 4 + . 00183976W 6 - . 00735904W7 
+ . 00183976W8 + . 00091988W 12 = • 00007221 
3) -. 00003009V 1 + . 06561387V 2 + . 00003009V 3 - . 06561387V 4 
-. 00024072V7 + . 00024072V 9 +. 00045994\V1 + . 00060186W2 
+ .01730163W3 + .00152174W4 + .00183976W7- .00735904W8 
+. 00183976-W9 +. 00091988W13 = . 00006799 
4) -. 00003009V2 +. 06555369V3 - . 06540324V4 -. 00024072V8 
+. 00012036Vg + . 00045994W 2 + . 00152174W 3 + . 00796090W 4 
+ . 00183976W8 - . 00367952W 9 + . 00045994\V 14 = • 00003118 
5) -.13122774V6 +. 00006018V7 +. 0024072V11 +. 00024072V1 
-. 00367952\Vo +. 00183976W1 +. 01822151V15 + . 00120372W6 
+. 00091988W7 -. 00367952W 10 +. 00045994\V 15 
+ . 00183976W11 = 0.00007569 
6) • 00012036V 2 + . 00003009V 6 - . 06561387V 7 + . 00003009V 8 
+ . 00012036V12 + . 00091988Wo - . 00367952W 1 +. 00091988vV2 
+ . 00060186W 5 + . 01868145W 6 + . 00060186W 7 + . 00045994\V 8 
+. 00091988vv 10 - . oo367952vv 11 + . ooo91988\v 12 
+ . 00045994VI16 = • 00007481 
7) -. 00012036V1 +. 00012036V3 +. 06561387V6-. 06561387V8 
+ . 00003009Vg - . 00012036V 11 + : 00012036V 13 + . 00091 988\V 1 
- • 00367952\V 2 +. 00091988V/3 +. 00045994\V5 +. OOOG0186\V6 
58 
+. 01822151W7 +. 00060186'vVa +. 00045994W 9 +. 00091988W 11 
-. 00367952W 12 +. 00091988W13 +. 00045994vV17 =. 00007221 
8) -. 00012036V2 +. 00012036V4- . 00003009V6 +. 06561387V7 
+ . 00003009V 8 - . 06561387V 9 - . 00012036V 12 + . 00012036V 14 
+. 00091988W2-. 00367952W3 +. 00091988W4 +. 00045994W6 
+. 00060186W7 +. 01776157W 8 +. 00152174Wg +. 00091988\V 12 
- • 00367952W13 +. 00091988W14 +. 00045994W18 =. 00006799 
9) -. 00012036V 3 + . 00006018V 4 - . 00003009V7 + . 06555369V 8 
- • 06540324V9 - . 00012036V13 + . 00006018V!4 + . 00091988W3 
-. 00183976vV 4 +. 00045994vV7 +. 00152174Wa +. 00819087W 9 
+. 00091988W13 - . 00183976Wl4 +. 00022997W19 = • OQ003113 
10) . 00024072V6 - . 13122774V11 +-. 000060l8V12 +. 00024072V16 
+. 00045994\Vo-. 00367952\V5 +. 00183976V/0 +. 01776157W1 o 
+. 00120372W 11 + . 00091988W 12 - . 00367952\V 15 
+. 00183976W16 = . 00007569 
11) . 00012036V 7 + . 00003009V 11 - . 06561387V 12 + . 00003009V 13 
+. 00012036V17 + . 00045994\V 1 +. 00091988W 5 - . 0036795.2\Vs 
+. 00091988W7 +. 00060186\V 1o +. 0182215!Vv 11 +. 00060186\V 12 
+. 00045994\V13 +. 00091988\V15-. 00367964Wl6 
+ . 00091988\V 17 = . 00007481 
12) -. 0001203GV6 +. 00012036Vs +. 06561387Vl1 - . 06561387Vl3 
+. 00003009V 1 4 - . 00012036V16 + . 00012036V18 + . 00045894\V2 
+ . 00091983W 6 - • 00367 S·52\V7 + . 00091938W 8 +. 00045994\V 10 
+.00060186W11 -t01776157W12 +. 00060186W13 
+ • 00045994W14 + . 00091988W16 - . 00367952W17 
+ • 00091988W18 = . 00007221 
59 
13) -. 00012036V7 +. 00012036Vg- . 00003009V11 +. 06561387V12 
+ • 00003009V 13 - . 06561387V 14 - . 00012036V 17 
+. 00012036V1 g +. 00045994W3 +. 00091988vV 7 - . • 00367952Wa 
+ • 00091988\Vg + . 00045994Wu + . 00060186W 12 + . 01730163\V13 
+. 00152174W14 +. 00091988W17-. 00367952W18 +. 00091988W19 
= • 00006799 
14) -. 00012036Va + . 00006018Vg - . 00003009V12 +. 06555369V13 
+. 06540324V14 -. 00012036V18 +. 00006018V19 +. 00022997W4 
+. 00091988W8 -. 00183976V/g +. 00045994W12 +. 00152174W 13 
+ . 007 96090W 14 -t- • 00091988W 18 - . 0018397 6\V 19 = . 00003118 
15) • 00024072V11 - . 1312~774V16 +. 00006018V17 +. 00045994W5 
-. 00367952W1o +. 00183976W 11 +. 01776157W 15 +. 00120372W16 
+. 00091988vv 17 = • oooo7569 
16) .00012036V12 + .00003009V16- .06561387V17 + .00003009V18 
+. 00045994\V6 +. 00091988WlO - . 00367952W11 + . 00091988"YV12 
+ . 00060186W15 +. 01822151W 16 + . 00060l86W17 
+ .ooo45994\v13 = .oooo7481 
17) - . 00012036V11 +. 00012036V13 +. 06561387V16-. 06561387V1 8 
+ . 00003009Vtg + . 00045994W 7 + . 00091988\-Vu - . 00367952W12 
+ • 00091988Vll3 + . 00045994\V 15 + . 00060186W16 
60 
+ . 01776157W17 + . 00060186W18 + . 00045994W19 = • 00007221 
18) -. 00012036V12 +. 00012036V14- . 00003009V16 +. 06561387V17 
+ . 00003009V18 - . 06561387V1 9 + . 00045994W 8 
+. 00091988W12 - . 00367952W13 +. 00091988W14 
+. 00045994W16 +. 00060186W17 +. 01730163W18 
+ ~ 00152174W19 = . 00006799 
19) -. 00012036\13 + . 00012036V14 - . 00003009V17 + . 06555369V18 
- • 06540324V19 + . 00022997W9 + . 00091988V/13 - . 00183976W14 
+. 00045994W 17 +. 00152174Wl8 + . 00796090W19 = . 00003118 
Solving these equations the following displacement components 
are obtained: 
uo = 0 
u2 = 0 
u4 = 0 
u6 = 0.00035410 
u8 = 0.00066496 
U1o = 0. 00050071 
U12 = 0.00070893 
U!4 = 0.00164963 
U16 = 0.00050929 
U18 = 0.00053905 
Vo = 0 






































v4 = 0.00562966 v5 = 0 
v6 = 0.00123483 v7 = 0.00405181 
v8 = 0.00693798 V9 = 0.00448293 
V1o = 0 V11 = 0.00095088 
V12 = 0.00341000 V13 = 0.00599122 
V14 = 0 . 00186145 V15 = 0 
V15 = 0.00048817 V17 = 0.00180184 
v18 = 0 . 00324775 V19 = 0.00190204 
Wo = 0.01071062 Wl_ = 0.01975654 
\V2 = 0 . 03360816 w3 = 0.01954717 
w4 = -o. 03755813 W5 = 0.01008658 
\V6 = 0.01920035 \V7 ·- 0.03333795 
w8 = 0.01726192 W9 = -0.05104 591 
\V1o = 0.00850802 W11 = 0.01684828 
W12 = 0.03046747 W13 = 0.01105539 
W1 4 = -0. 0853024 3 W15 = 0.00595889 
W16 -- 0 . 01044629 W17 = 0.01812114 
W18 = 0.01083323 w19 = -0. 02976522 
Note : 1. T he c omputer dat a is shown in Appen dix I -B 
2. A compari son of moment M <:]:> a t crown (X= 0, 
(5) 
<P = 0 °) * is s hown in Appe ndix II. (By other n 1e thod) 
* X measured fro m center of longitudina l s pa n 
cp measured from center of cir cum fe r enti a l surf ace 
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IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The vall..le of the bar- spring system selected for this analysis 
is dependent l..lpon its adaptability, and the system requires no limitations 
on the distribution of the external loads and the boundary conditions. 
In addition, shells of variable thickness or variable radii do not require 
extensive special treatment. Another advantage of this system and method of 
analysis is that one does not need the use of complex mathematics 
but deals onlY in concepts which are in general use by engineers. 
The equations which have been developed are in reasonable 
agree1nent with difference equations obtained from the analysis by S. 
Timoshenko. Since the value of Poisson's Ratio ( ·v ) has been 
assumed as Zel:'o in his analysis, comparisons can be made only 
on that basiG. Since the shell structures which are represented 
by this analo.:sous bar-spring system are usually constructed of 
reinforced cotl~rete in which Poisson's Ratio is small, the above 
assumption se~rns reasonable. 
Then~ ar-e two disagreements existing in the equilibrium equations 
in this thesiS and the Timoshenko difference equations. 
The fi:cst of these disagreements occurs in the equation (Eq. 35) 
by the sun-...nlation of forces in the y direction and this results from the 
manner in v.rhi~h V displacements were related to the twisting moments 
in developing this analysis. Since the effect of these terms is 
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neglected, the difference is likewise considered to be neglected. 
The second of the disagreements occur in the quation (Eq. 36) 
by the sumrm. tion of forces in the z direction and it results fro:m 
taking the average of the radial displacements at the end of the 
circumferential bar as the radial displacem.ent of the bar in deter-
mining its strain. This use of the average displacements is a logical 
choice. If there are rapid variations in the size of these displace-
ments, the use of their average can be considered in error. In 
that case, use of the radial displacements of the corresponding 
joint is better. Since most shell structures show rapid force 
variations in the circumferential direction a fine grid is required. 
\Vhen a fine grid is used the difference resulting from the use of 
the displacement of the joint and the use of the average displacern ent 
bccon1e so small, it can be neglected. 
In Eqs. (37), (38) and (39) the relative significance of the various 
terms is dependent upon the grid size. With a coarse grid the accuracy 
is extrE:rnely sensitive to the number of joints used. This is 
de1nonstrat:e'-i by cornparison of the results obtained in an example 
using a 6 x 6 grid with results obtained in using an 8 x 8 grid. 
\Vhen a squa.re grid is used, the necessary fineness of the 
grid required to achieve reasonable accuracy, results in a large 
number of simultaneous linear, algebraic equations. For most 
of cylindrical shells, deflection changes occur much more 
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rapidly in the circumferential direction than in the longitudinal 
direction. Hence, by the use of a rectangular grid with its long 
axis in the longitudine.l direction the required grid fineness in the 
circumferential direction is achieved without encumbering the 
analysis with an excessive number of equations. The formulas 
in this thesis only apply to a square grid. 
For practical applications the displacements are not an end 
in themselves. When the displacements have been obtained, they 
are substituted in the force- displacement relations and the corre-
--
sponding forces and 1noments can be determined. Since relative 
errors are generally greater in the computed forces than in the 
displacements from \vhich they are computed, the displacements must 
be found initially with good accuracy. 
APPENDIX I. 
(A) Computer Progran.~ Used for Solution of Example 
Problem in Section III (6 x 6 Grid} 
(IBM 7072 Computer, Washington University.} 
I I . I 




" ' FR '0 
"·r'i 
NA J:p I 
NPRE=l 
DC 21 !=:1,29 I I 
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2 REA o!< 1 , 1 o 1 C.A tlr , J > , J = 1 ~ 3~) > · · I · 1 · · 
I . CALL' $J'-lE:QA(Nt-·1 ,r~~~,.-Jt:<.,NFR, r-J AI,NPRE,N_RHO,DELTA,A,B,LGFt'), w R I T € ( 2 ' 3 0 ) ( Aj( I ' 3 0 ) ,I = 1 i' 2 9) - I 
~ 10 FCRt·<AT(6fl2.8) , I 
I 30 FCRt4!AT<Fl8.8) ! I ~ ~ E.\0 I I I I . ! I - I I ' * * * * * -ti I If it'll:* f< * i1- It I; II-* it It**** It It*§-§- It It* It It !1: it If if It ?lt It It It* If 1!- * lH. Co !1: ** ·it* It If It* tJ Go 
__ SUBR~UTI~E SME~\(NM,NN,~~,NFR,NAI,~PR~,N~HO,bELTA,A,8,LGFB) 
~ / N.fol -:. j N u ~-~ bE f1 0 F I E Q u A T 1 0 ~J s j ( R u w s ) - ) N puT I I 
~ I Nt\= ~Ui'~BER OF COLUM~JS - p-JPUT ! I - I 
t ./ N:< =f NUMBER tiF; RIGhT HANp SIDE VEC'rORS - INP~T l 
1.:. N-n '. ~'>'u~v~:r-a r·,.:: RO'·'S • ., FO'"'--R .... ' Ol'": :.:r ·siO'·' OF . A ' ~ r;-<. t::: • ,,.Jc" _, r. t •'l r<.l- .• ~,,. ,.,.._.,. ,,. , , 
~ - NAI ~ - 0 IF- NO jlNVfRSE, + ;1 IF INVERSE WANTED T INPUT : 
C NPRE1 = DEGREE pF PRECIStpN iHt• 1 = ! SINGLE 2 = DOUBLE C NqHO; -= Rf:,!~K OF: !\H·l X NN i'-1 /< TRlX- GUTPUT i 
C CELT~ = VALUE DF DETERMI~ANT OF ~h~RIX - CUT~UT 
c A = · N F R x • ~'l;\ !r R. I x L"! F cot r- r E QuA L r o r H ,; t N M : x t N ,· 1 +- N R ·, l 
I I : ! 
SET F~UM THE EQUATIGN BX~C. A=(G,CJ ON INPUT. A=(B! 
I~VE~SE IF ~AN~ED,X) 0~ OUTPUT. 1 ! I 
C B = lEAST SIGN:IFICMH Pl\~T QF :; ( ~ANE SIZE ~S A) lf DP ; US'=D 
c LGFBi-: 3 X N~ SCR.l\TCH r-:t\TRIX I ! i 
C***~*~H·~~~~***6~~ *~ ***~*·~-~~**~•*****~ ~* *•*********•*~·~·· DIMEt.JSIOi·~ A(lOb>, l W~U(2) ',Tt.2),,\LPH:d2 ),B(l00 .) 
LGFR :CJ,lCO l j , I 
c I r-. I T I "L I z ~u I uNi I 
. I I · 
3 OEL f i\=1. : I 
NRHG60 I 
4 DC sb K=l,NN j I i · • 
! ! 
ltGFB ( 1, K) = 0 
5 01 l G F B ( 2 , K ) = K 
Si NQ=C 
.-, 
. . , NNPNR=NN-t!NR 
NMM 1 =N~-ll 
. f IF( NPRE' 2 ) 200,130,130 
1 :!0, NP R = 1 
! GO TO 12C 
2COi NPR = C 
·c- I 
C ! l 0 G I C A l C1P ERA T I 0 N S 
·· c , 1 -
12d CO 38 NK=,·l,NM 
6i WM l,; ( l) = 0. -./ 
lll WMlH2) = o. 
NQ=NC+l ~ - · -
l N C ~ = ( N Q:- 1 ) * N F R 
I DO 1 C l = ti,"f\t·l 11 I 
- - . . -· I If( LGFB( Jl,!) ) 10, ,8,10 
8! I 0 A = I +i N Q M 
t IF( ABSFt !.4(10A))- BSF(WMU(l)) 
. 9ll ~ ~~ U ( l } ~ i..\ tID A-) 10,1.0,9 
I W,.1U(2) = iB{IOA) 
! NPHI=t l -
lC: CONT INiJE l 
12! IF ( ASSF ClW1'-'U C 1)) - 1.t.CE-46 -, 16[ IF(NQ-NN)I 6,62,62 
1311: _cE-LT A·· = c!ELT~;~- WMU( 1~) 
_  NRHG=NHHc;~ 1 _ _ _ .. L. 
t lGFB(3,NKI) = 1\PHI 
f6tl6-,l3 
L -- -
c I l G F B ( l ' !\ p f~ I) ~ 1'-4 pH I - ... . . -- - . 
c I AIUTHMET!,C_ 9PERATION GN __ COLU~ NQ 
· c __ 11! IDA= NPr~I + t\9t1? HJo _"15 
·- t 
~ ­
I I IF ' N p R ) I 1 0 11 ' 1 0 1 71' 2 0 l 7 
_10 1 71 A (I t.: A ) = !1 • 0 I\;~ U ( l) ; _ _ _ _ .. .. __ 
I GO TO 18 I I' 
_2 C l 7 ·,· C A L l r.: P F 0 l_ ( J • 0 , 0 • , W ioJ,,U( p , W M U t 2 •> , A C I D A ) , B 1:, I D A ) ) 18 0 C 21 I = 1;, I\~'\ 
. t 9! I F { N PH I - I !) 2 C , 2 l , 2 0 I I 
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2C: IDA = I +[ NQ~ ! t 
i If{ NPR >i 102C,l020j,2020 . _ ... _ __ _ _ ___ 1_ 
102Ci A((OAJ = l- A(IOA}/W[,U(l) I 
! GC TO 21 ; 
2020: CALL OPFC~(-fdiDA), - , _noA_ ),WMUI•Cl) -,WMUC2) ;,_ AliDA) -,Bl:ILlA- )) 
t ' 2l!CONT1NUE ,, , . 1 .. --- I - - - . ~ .. ! . ... 
1 , b I 
C I K- T H S 1 AGE A~ I T H ~ E T:! C G PER AT I N ! 
c I r I I. - , . 
2 3[ I F ( N Q- 1 ) ~ 4 ' 2 6 ' 2 4 . 'I l' 
2'•j If l r-. A I l 2~, 2 6, 2 5 
25~ NJ=l I I NJ i-1A X=NQ-1 I 
2ct ~~:~g·t~ 7 ~ - l ! 1\JMAX=NN+~R . _ _ ... _ _ _ 
... ·- i1[QO 34 ~=N[J ,NJ~AX l 
















( IF( jA( iDA') ) 2'8,34,t8 .) 
28 ALPHA(l) r AliDA) 
JFl N?R l 1 1028,1028,2028 · 
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() 
1 0 2 8l A ( I 0 A ) = ~ L PH A (1 ) I W,f-1 U ( 1 ) . 
. I GO TC 2CJ 
2 C 2 a
1 
A L PH A ( 2 ) = B l I D A ) l - -- · - --· - --· 
CALt_DPFD,(ALPHA(l),!ALP_HA(2),W U(_l _),WMUC ),A(IOA), (IDA)) 
29! DO 3~ I=li,NM 
3 O! I F ( N PH 1- Ii) 3 1 , 3 2 , 3 1 311 I 0 A = I -tl ( J-1) * N F R 
lOB = I +1 NQM . I IF( NPR )i 103l,l03lt2031 
1031{ AliDA) = !A(lDA) .+A PHA( _l)_•A(IOB) __ _ . . __ __ ... I GO TO 3?. I I . . 2C31 CALL DPFt-I;{ALPt-!A(l),r.LPHA(2),A,(IOB),B(ID ),T(l),T( )) 
I CALl 0 P FA! ( T ( 1 ) , T ( 2 ) , A ( I 0 A ) , B ( IDA ) , A ( I 0 A ) , B ( I 0 A ) ) 
321 CONTINUE I 341 CONTINUE l I -· -- . . -- --. - . -- --




3 a! C C N T I N U E I _ . 
6t tf! N£.1- NN ) 60,61:,60 
ttl IF< I'.RHCj L N.M .. ) 6o_,l4.o,60 ·-
1 
I P E lU1U TAT I 0 N 
t I . . 
4 01 D G 4 S K = 1 , N M M l 411 KB = LGFB:( 3 ;K) , .... 
1 If ( L G F 8 ( 12 , K ) - K B ;l 4 2 , 4 8 , 4 2 
4Z LAH = LGF~(l,KB) i 
431 DO 51 L-=jl, NNPNR I 
NCH·~ ::: ( L-il) *NFR 
IDA= LA~! ·• NQ·M 
lOB = K +i NQI-l 
CUM = A ( IbA) 
. 1 A( IC~) = jAC IDtil 
511 AliOt1)-: pUM 
44f DEL TA=-OEl. TA 
4 si I F ( N A I ) 4:7 , 4 7 , 4 6 
I ' ---· 
4 6! N K 1 = ( L G F B ( 3 , K ) - 1 } • N F R 
I NK 2 = t LGF B ( 2, K) - .1·1) *NFR 
i0052 L=1l,NfJ. I 
IDA = L +i N !< 1 , 
IDB = l .. j Ni'~2 I 
Ol:M =Ali t A} I A(IDA}: jldiOB) 
5 2'.· ld I D B l = :0 U M 
47i KA = l.-GFB1t3,K) 
_ 1·.' LGF F; (l,KA:) = K 
KB = LGF8;(2,K) I LGFfJ(l,KB!) : LAM I .. -· ·-
- I LGFBi2,LA~) = LGFB(2,K) 
L LGF~(2,K)! = LGF6(3,X) 
ItS' CONTINUE I 
t:c! RETURN I 
· l· ENO !. 
. ·. . . . ! 




-- ---- ... r ---
FUf\CTIONS, 
-- -- r -
START 
LIBRARY RO~TINES 
0 p F 0 I . 3 c; 5 31 R E L c c A T E D B 'i -. 2 9 5 3 L 0 c A T I 0 NS 
. . REQUESTS SjUBROlJTINE PFM BRANCH AT 
REQUESTS SUBROUTINE PFS BRANCH AT 
CPFM 400~ RELOCATED BY 3003 LOCATIONS 
.. REQUESTS s
1
.uBROLTI NE DPFA BRANCH AT 
OPFS 4053 RELOCATED BY 3053 LOCATIONS IREQU~STS ~~UBROLTINE DPFA BRANC~ AT 
__ OPFA 4056 _ RELCCATEDf BY_ ---· _3 ___  05··· 6I ..  LOCATION_S c .,ceo 1 e 1~<1 =1 ii.: 1 
0 • !C 0 0 4 l 2 3 c; '- {J s. I c.~Cll7462 =I L~ 1 
c.;CC206786 " tly 
c.:coot4E:69 ::· 1 i·s 
c ·!ooc 22 267 'l t._/·• 
c.1ool35C64 =! ,(,. 
c.1oozt,9t4a !'j! (/"_-
-c eiCCC00615 "' V1 
_c ·loo4 715 s1 == v·.;a _ 
o • ic 1 4 4 c; ~ 6 6 =: ~- ~ 
C .•C C 0 1176 1 !f y~ 
c • :e 0 3 9 4 4 2 9 .. ) v {. 
C.!Cl227946 ,..,, V7, 
-O.~OCC2574 = ~1 
C • . OC205C03 =-=· vi_"' 
· · o.lcc7ol224 =-' v 11 
- c • c 0 1 7 7 0 3 5 ~ ;-../ 0 
' 0.:01057005 - fv; 
C.JCt;C:90402 ::-IV~' 
c ·lo 6 4 9 6 6 7 5 :- i 'V'1;! 
- c • :c 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 "" ; '-'4. 
o • lc 1 c 4 3 6 2 t: · 1 ;vf 
o ·lc42 a39o 1 ~V:v/ 
0.05SI43056 - rv7 
o ·leo 1 2 3 4 6 c; -=· ;~­
c •. 00732 28 8 :::: lV? 
c.!oz5l368<1 ;-1;-v;" 









(B) Computer Data for Example in Section III 
(8 x 8 Grid) 







cc 21 I=l,51 . 
2 REA0(\,10) (AII,J),J=l,5 
69 
CALLI SMEQA(NM, N,NR,NFR, 'AI,NPRE,N 
WRITjEI2,30) IAJII,52),I=l,5U 
HO,DELTA,r,B,LGFB) 
- I 10 FCRM~T(6F12.8) 3 0 F c R M I: A T ( F 1 8 • 8 ) 




, · SlBRPUTlhE StJ.EpAINM,NN,NR,NFR,NAI,!~PRE,NRHO,OELTA,A,B,lGFB) 
~ -- NM =~NUNBER Of) EQUATIONS! (ROWS) - ·INPUT l 1 F ~l'i= UMBER OF coLurv1NS - !rNPU.T ! . 
C NR = NUMBER OF! RIGHT Hl~:\!b SIDE VECTOI{S - INP T 
t NFR ~NUMBER dF ROWS IN FORTRI.\N OI~lENSION OF 1 A ~' NAl;:: 0 .IF NO I Ii~VERSE, + :1 IF INVERSE WANTED!- INPUT NPREI = DEGREE OF PRECISibN *** 1 =i SINGLE I 2 = DOUBLE 
. NRHO• = RANK OF! Nf-1 X NN ,.,~TR I X - OUTPUT . - I i OELT1~ · = VALUE eF DETERM~t!ANT OF MA~RIX- OUTPUT - I 
A = FR X * MAI~.R. IX OF COtFF EQUAL !'0 THE (N:4 i XINN + NRi)) 
SET · RCM THE E8UATION BXrC• A=(B,C) ON INPUT~ A=(Bl 1 
INVERSE IF WANjiED,x> ON purPuT. I I 1 
B = ~EAST SIGN:IFICANT PART OF A c SAME SIZE ~s A> IF DP! usED 
lGFBi = 3 X NM ~CRATCH MA~RIX I I I 
·········~·········~······!············r······~··~·········· DIMENSION A(l00), WMUf2)~T(2),ALPHA(2),8(100) 
LGFB I(3t100 ' ) I I . . 
H\IT iiALI ZAi'ICNt 
3 DELT~=l. I 
NRHOEO 
4 DC T K=l,N~I 
c 
I LGF B. ( 1 'K) i = 0 
s o1 L G F B c 2, K) I = K 
5 NQ=O I 
. . , NNPNR=NN+NR 
NMr-H=Nf.'-11 
-I If ( NPRE ~ 2 
1 30' N P R = 1 _ 1 
GO TC 120 
2 C 0 N P R. .:= 0 . 
. . . . - '- .~ : . 
) 200,130,130 
C LOGICAL OPERATIONS 




6 W~U(1) = ~· .. 
. W,..U(2) = p. 
NQ=NQ+ 1 . I 
NQM = (NQ~ 1>•NFR 
DO l 0 I =· l ! ,N~4 
_1 IF ( L GF B ( :1., I ) 10, ~ , 1 0 _ 
a1·. IDA = I +! N Q t-1 i I I F ( A 5 S F ( ;A ( I D A ) ) - f4 B S r ( W :Vi U (_ 1 i) ) ) 1 0 1 0 i 9 
9 ; WMU(l) = ~ (IDA. ) I I . ' I'· 
. 
1
: kf-l.U ( 2) = :S ( IDA) 1._ _ , . .. .. .. ...... ... .. NPt-11 = 1 i I 
10. CONTH.:UE ! ! _ . . r-
12! 1F( A!3SF( ~~MU(l)) 1 .0E-40 16,16,13 
161 IfCI'iC-NN) i 6,62,62 
13! DELTA = D1ELTA*WHU( 1)-
j NRHD= NRHOj+1 . ... I LGF £\ 13,NKj> = NPHI L G F B ( 1 , N P r I ) =. N PH I . 
ARiT~METit OPERATIC~ ON COLUM~ NQ 
. . I . 
17 IDA = NPh'I + t\Q,.I 
IF ( N p R ) I 10 17 ' 10 1 ?., 2 ()'1 7 
1 0 1 7 i A ( I c ,d ) :: il • 0 / \-1 M u ( l ) I . 
I GO TC l B i I 
2 0 1 71· C A U DP F C: ( 1 • 0 , 0 • , \·: f';' 1U ( 1 ) , \-i ~~ U ( 2
1
.) , A ( I D A ) , B ( I D A ) ) 
1 8 D 0 2 l I = 11, N r-1 • 
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-- • · --
' 
19! lf(NPI-il-() 20,21,201 I I 
- zo l I oA = I +I NCM I - · · · 1 · I I F ( N p R ) I 1 0 2 0 ' 1 0 2 0 ', 2 0 2 0 . . I 
I 
--'-' I 







1 o 2 o; A , I c A , = l-
1 
A. , ! o A , , w ~ u , l) 
1 
r I G c T 0 2 1 - . . ' - -·. f -
2 0 2 0 j C A L L C P F C ( - A ( I C A ) , - ( I 0 A ) , W r-~ U ( 1 ) , W t., U ( ;~ ) , A ( I 0 4 ) , !3 ( I D A ) ) 
2l · CGNliNUE I · . I ..... I I 
c 
c 
c II K-T H ST AG
1E AR I T H~·: F r!r c CPERA T IbN I 
. - l . I I 
2 31 If· ( N Q- 1 ) ~ 4 t 2 6 ' 2'~ I .. . . I· ,. 
24 l f (N t l) 26 , 26, 25 I 
251 rU :-: 1 I 
. ~JMAX=NQ-~ . . I 
GO TG 27 I - · I 26 NJ=NQ+ 1 - ~ -
1 
~JMAX=~N+NR 
27 00 3 4 J = NW,NJ~ A X I 
1.1 C A 1= N PH~ + ( J - · 1 l • r F R. 





. , t IF( ~ A{ICA~ ) £8,34,ka . ·~ 
281 AlPHA{!) r- A{ lOA) I 
, .. ,, 
. . GO TO 29. _ _ 
2028 ! ALPHA(2) B(IOA) 
I IF ( ~ P R ) '1 10 2 8, 1 0 2 8 ·, 2 0 2 3 
l0281 ACIDA) = ~LPHA(1)/W~U(l) 
CALL OPFCI(ALPHA{l), .LP.HA(2),W U(U,WMU( ),A(ID_A), (104)) 
29 00 32 1=11rNM 
30 IF(NPHI-II) 31,32,31 
31 IDA= 1 + (J-1)*NFR 
108 = I +1 NQM 
IF( NPR )I 1031,1031,2031 
1 0 ~-1 A ( I D A ) = ~ ( I D ~_) . . + _ A P H A (__ 1>.* A ( 0 8 ) ·- .. . 
GO TO 32 I ' 
2 0 3 1 t CALl. 0 P F M I ( ALP t' A ( 1 ) , ~ L PH A_ ( 2 ) , A 1\ I 0 B } , 8 ( I 0 ) , T ( 1) tf. ( )) 
_ 32 ~~~~~~~~A~<-T<l> ,TC2> ,A _< ~~-A -l,Bl 'IO~- >~_A< ~~-A> _ ,B< Io~_ > ~ 
341 CONTINUE · 
361 IF(NJMAX-~NPNR) 37, 8,37 __ __ .. _ _ __ 
.
37 IF{N .. 'Q+l-~~PNR) . 26,2rr38 
38 CONTINUE I 
621j I F.<- Nt-1 - t~N > . 6(), 6.1 r 60 --- - .. . 
C 61~ .IF( _NRr.O .. . r· Nr·l __ } 60t~t0, 60 
C . lrERNUTATibN 
c · i 1 
4 0 1 0 0 L; 3 K = 1:, W~ M '!. 
.. -· - - I 
I 
I 
... t. _, 
'all KB = LGFB~3,K) . . 
I IF{ LGFB(~,K) - KB 
42[(AM ~ -~GF~(l,KB) . 
42,48rA-2 ... _ - · 
431: DO 51 L=~rNNPNR NQM = (L-~l*NFR 
IDA = LAMI + NCM 
lOB = K +~NQf'J 
DUM= A(I'A) 
A(IDA) = IAC106) 
51 . A(I08) =bUM 
44iOELTA=-DE~TA .. 
45 [ IF(NAI .l 4~,47,46 . -· 
46!
1
. NK1 =(LGF .B(3,K)- ll*NFR. 
NK2 = (LG~8(2,K) - ~l•NFR 
.
DO 52 L=i1 'NM . . I -.. 
IDA = L + ~K 1 .. . __ 
IOB = L + NK2 I 
DUM = A( IbAl _ 
- . IA(ICA) = A<IDB) 
52 1 A< roe> = bur-1 
-- 4 71 K A = l G F 8 :< 3, K) 
I LGFS(l,KA) = K 
. • I K B = l G F 8 i< 2' K) 
l G F 8 ( 1 , K 8 i) = l A t-1 . __ 
LGFB.(2,LAt-1) = LGFB( _,K) 
. _LGFf:3C2,Kll= LGFBC3,) 
481 CCNT INUE I 
. ~ - :1~~6URN J ... 
- L --
.L 









- - ! 
I 





LIBRA~l~Y ROUTINE, . . .  
0 P F C 610 31 R E L 0 CAT E 0 BY 
_ _ - EQUESTS S~BROUTINE PFM 
EQUESTS S~BROUTINE PPFS 
0 P F tJ r 6 1 5 3 R E L 0 CAT E 0· BY - E~~ESTS S~BROUTINE ~PFA -
OPFS 6203: RELOCA TEO BY ~EQU~STS S~BROUTINE bPFA -
__ DJ_>_FA I 6206f RELOCATED BY_ 
c.poo3l641 = us 
c • () 0 0 3 5 4 1 0 = L--l6 
. I 
0.:()0044212 = L-17 
I 
C. ~00664<;16 ~ U2 
c.r01188<;J4 = Uj 
c. :ooo50071 ==j L-1/~ 
c.boo58316 :::. t h 1 I I -
C.00070393 ::=! U ;::.. 
c. b ooao822 =! U;.:::. 
c_.pot64S63 =! '-'~'4 . 
c • ,0 0 0 4 1 5 9 1 -=: t.J. . .-; 
c.~oo50929 ~ ; ~~6 
c.poo62105 =! ~~7 
c. poos 3 90s =1 l.J/;,-
c.bol383<;l5 = 1..J/ 7 
c.D0132852 =. Vt 
C JJ042G <;l08 =-! 0 --
C. 10·0723194 1 / ~: ~ v.::; . c-.~os62 S66 =I v:~ 
o • Co 1 2 3 4 a 3 == vi-
c.po40518l ==; v7 
I 
c.() 0 6 <;l3 7 9 8 :;::1 0-
c.p0448293 -j 1/7 
c.ooo9~oaa ""· 0 1 
c • 0 0 3 '• l c 0 0 :=- . 0;. 
I 
c.bo5g9122 - · 0 =-
c • b 0 1 8 6 14 5 ~ i );:;, 
c. C004R 817 =i 'v / L.; 
I 1 , / c • 0 0 1 8 0 1 8 4 =-: t' i 7 
c.po 3 24775 ::i /(3 
c.co19o2o4 ='"l v>1 
I . I 
c.clo71062 ::- : t-h . 
C • b l 9 7 5 6 5 4 = 1 vi: 
c.b3360816 "'-: i 'J~ 
c. b 1 g 54 7 1 7 =i vJ::;. 
- c • p 3 7 5 5 8 1 1 --: !'ii-f, 
o .. o 1 o o a 6 s a ~· }·,,..:: 
C • b l 9 2 C 0 3 5 =! \A./S 
c • b 3 3 3 3 1 9 5 = 1 ~...; 1 
_  : c • b 1 7 2 6 1 9 2 = 1 •-V,z _ _ _ _ 
-a.esl04 59l ::::: , vv1 












BRANCH AT~ _61 51 
BRANCH AT 6152 
LOCATIONS 
BRANCH AT 6202 
LOCATIONS 
BRANCH AT 6205 
LQC~T I ONSI _ 
I 
- I 
I I .. 
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i .. 
c • b 1 6 8 ~ 8 2 8 :::: vJ11 
c • p 3 0 4 67 4 7 :·:· v-Jl ~ 
' 
. c.pt105539 = Y\1'3 
-0 • ~ 8 5 30 2 4 3 = v/;4 
c • b 0 59 58 8 9 ::::- w J£ .. . 
- c • 0 l 0 4 4 6 2 9 = WI [, 
I 
c. p 18 12 11 4 . = Y'ii7 
. - c. p 10 8 3 3 2 3 :::: 'f'i,~ 






A Comparison of Moment Mg> at Crown of Example in Section III 
(By an Alternate Method) 
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(Based on General Cylindrical Shell Theory. For Procedure and 
Nomenclature Refer to Reference (5).) 
Dimensions of the shell 
Leng1h of shell L = 31. 41 ft. 
Radius of shell R = 30 ft. 
Thickness of shell 2h = 3. 5/12 = 0. 292 ft. 
Width of shell 2R sin<J>k = 30ft. 
Dead load & live load q = 43. 75+25 = 68. 75lbs/sq. ft. 
Deterrnination of shell constants 
1 R lf /2h _ 1 30 x 3. 1416 Jo. 293 
L ·~ -~x 31.41 X 30 = V3 
= o. 22487 
p = = 3 ~ 4{fr /RTf = 1 44 ~{30 {30 X 3. 1416 N ;:S • J2h • N ~ • :/0---:-"292~- 31.41 
= 7. 94549 
Roo_ts of indicial equation 
m 1 = jr.fi=1=+==Y=::;> 2;::2=+=1-+_(_l_+_Y_> = jJ1. 22487)2 ~ 1 + 1. 22487 
. ~ 
= +Y> + 1-0 
2 
= 0.42213 
n:=:===-:()2 + 1- (1 - Y> _ /J(i;775l3?: -r i - o. 77513 =J"'~ 2 - /<; 2 
----------~-~~·9503 jlo -'( ~ + u + Y> = ~- nsi3Y.; 1 + o. 77 513 
= 1. 42842 
75 
Power of the indicial roots 
r:----·r ·- --· -----· ·----- · ·- -···--· --· -··- ----- --------------... - ---- -, - ------ ---··- -- -- - ----- - ------
o( 1 '1 l I 1 ' Pm1 9. 41151 o(1 i Pm2 · . 3. 93326 
- -- ---··-- --·--···- ------- ------··-- - - --1------- ---- --- ---
f-h Pn1 3. 35403 B{ Pn2 15. 28275 1 
------ ·- -- ··-·------ --·--· -·-···- ·---·  · ·- - ·-· --·- · - --·-·-·- ·---- ~ -- --· ·-- --····-·- ---·---···---------------l 
o(2 P 2(1 + Y> 77.32704 ;o({ I P 2 ( y- -1) I 48.93458 I 
•.. ·· ·· ·- · · - -· · ·· --·- · ·-- - --··· ··- ·· · - · - - ·- · --- ······ · · · -- ···- -- ·--- ~ ----· - ··--- · - ------ --··---[· -·-· -·-- ·' 
2 · , I J tJ2 1 p 63. 13081 $2 , p 2 63. 13081 
_ __ ___ _ l _______________ _j _______ __ _L_-..;._ ·--------
Trigon9metrical and hyperbolic multiples . 
r------·; . . . . . . . .. . . . i l . I ---- ---,---·r--.------, ---T------,- -r.--:-- --, - i 
j i cos B 1q> , s1n B 1 </> .
1 
cos B 1 <P i s1n B 1 cp (os B 1 C/> i s1n B 1 cf> 1. cos B 1 </> I s1n B 1 ¢ . I ¢ ! X , • . X ! • X 1 X I X , I . X _, ' . X , : X , ! 
1 i cosh-'-"\ ] 4' s1nh o<1 P .s1nh C>(1cf .cosh o< 14' cosh C'O¢, smh O(i¢ ,smh o<:.:. cf> ;cosh o<l<f' 
: ---- ·· :- - ·· . --- i ···-· - - ---·· ~ ---- --- --- - -- -r--- --- -· --t·-- --· -- - ·r-·-- ~-- ··· - --i ·--- -- - i 
~- . Qo : ·- -~ -~ -~DO? _  jl _ ?· ~?_?_? _ ._ 1· · ~-- ~~g_o _ +_?:__~~-~~---[---1_:_ 0~?~--- -1 --~· -~?~? __ - -- ~- ?·. ??.?? __ ·i··_?· -~O?~. -f 
' . i ! I I I ! I !1o0 : 2. 2342~ 1. 38825 \ 2. G-9476 1. 48067 ; -1. 10554 ! o. 33857 ;-0. 65972 1 o. 56736 ; -·· ···-·· i- --- --- -- ---------- ---- ·-r ----·- ----- - -~------ -- - -----r--------·--i---- ·· -------- --~ -· ------· · ···· -·-·t-· ·-----· ·----1 
f2o 0 T_ 5. 30~7~ 12._ 286 3 31·· 5. 19415!12, 3_20851 · _L _223~8 f-1:5002 ~-- ~ - ~:~7 6_08 f-:_2_06~~ 
~~o0J-:- 1 ~- ~ -~-3:1_?7;?_~. ~?J31~ __ c1 ~- - - ~~ 6~~~~-6 ~ _8_8_ ~_1 ~-- i_- ~-?_~_7- ~Q ~-~ -· - 8_ <?_~?-~ ___ L~ ~:_?_?!_~f) _ _]__ ~:~~-~-~!~ : 
~hell edge conditions 
Since the shell is unsupported, the edge conditions to be satisfied 
are as listed on p. 24 (5}, namely that all moments and forces shall be 
zero at the shell edge, i. e. 
, 
= 0, N ~ = o. Q cp = 0 and Nxcfi = 0. 
Each of the above functions must be determined with ¢K = 30° and 
equated to zero in turn. This will result in four equations from which 
the arbitrary constants may be determined. 
Determination of the complementary function for M cf> 
15) 
Now the coefficients for lVI <j» are selected from Table 2, p. 21 ' 
where it wi. ll be seen that, for the complementary function, the 
2EI 




Thus M 9 · may be formulated as follows: 
2EI 
---nz- cos kx. 
[
(aB1 - bB2) cos B1 cf> cosh«a</> 
(cB3 - dB4) cos 13{ cp cosh o<.' cl> 
B1 = o(2 = 77. 32704, B2 = 132 = 63.13081 
B3 = o( 2' = 48. 93458, B4 = 132' = 63. 13081 
cos 7:l1 cl> cosh o< 1 cp = -12.53757 
cos 5(4> coshot; cJ> = - 0.58758 
sin a, cl> sinh« 1cp = 66.87810 
sin e(cp sinh~1'cp = 3. 80526 
' +(a X 77.32704- b X 63. 13081) (-1253757) 
~ cos Kx -(a x 63. 13081 + b x 77. 32704) (6G. 87810) 
R . + (-c x 48.93458- d x 63. 13081)(-0. 50758) 
-(c X 63. 13081 - d X 48. 93458)(3. 80526) 
which after reduction, yields 
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EI ( -11. 53680 a - 9. 7 3328b - 0. 46994c + 0. 49622d) cos kx 
This completes the complementary function for M 4> , the particular 
integral for M 4> is next determined. 
Particular integral of M 6 
. 
EI 
= - --.. R"' cp cos c1> cos kx. 
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where k = lT = 3. 1416 = 0. 1 
L 31. 41 
A = 2h = 0. 292 
I = 2: 3 = i (0. 146)3 = 0. 00207 
c -R4 [ 0< R) 4 + (kR)2 + 2 ] 
RT = .R2£r {1+ (kk)2f:r !f_(kR)4 R2 
= -(30) 2 [ (0. 1 X 30)4 + (0. 1 X 30)2 + 2 J 
El {1 + (0. 1 X 30)2J'40 + 0. 292 (0. 1 x 30)4 (30)2 
0.00207 
= 0. 00804 I EI 
Since q = 63.75 lbs. /sq. ft. and 
4 4 
p = lT · q = Tf x 68 . 75 lbs. /sq. ft. 
\Vhile c} = 30° at the shell edge Mc:p finally r educes to the form 
0.00804 4 
M cp - + E 1 x E I · x lf x 6 8. 7 5 x 0. 8 6 6 0 3 x c os kx 
"' -t· 0. 47870 · 4 -- · cos kx 
Tf 
Complete in.tE.ogral of M 4> 
The addition of the complementary function and the part ic ular 
integral results in the following value for complete integral 
(I) M <;P :: ( EI ( -11. 53680a - 9. 7 332 8b - 0. 46894c + 0. 49622d 
+ o. 41 81 o · ;r J cos kx = o 
Dct(:rmi.nation of Q '~ _____________.. _ 
Q '4> will now be briefly d e tennine d . 
Complerne nta ry function: 
The coefficients of the c ompl eJ.nentary function for Q l4> are 
(5) 
selected from Table 3, p. 22 , and _yield 
x c o s kx 
Where 
B 1 = m1 (1- Y") - n1 = 1. 18451(1-0. 2248'7)- 0. 42213 
= 0.49602 
B2 -= m1 + n1 (1- )""") = 1.18451 + 0. 42213 (1- 0. 224531) 
=1.51172 
B3 = - (rn2 (1 + Y"> + n2 J = - ( 0. 49503 (1 + 0. 22487) 
+ 1. 42842 = - 2. 03477 
B4 = rn2 - n2 (1 + y- ) = 0. 49503 - 1. 42842 (1. 22487) 
= - 1. 25460 
~~~~ 3 = O. 001 3 - 0 0110S 
'fJ 1 I (0. 44887) - • " 
giving finally at the shell edge <i>k : 30 0 
Q'cJ> "' 0. 02210EI cos kx [ - 107. 32991a + 52. 12767b + 
6. 097 33c + 7. 30390d l ,. 
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= EI cos kx [ -2. 37199a + 1.15202b + 0. 13475c + 0. 16142d J 
Q'q> 1 2k
2 
= EI ( -W- + ~ ) cp sin cf> . cos kx 
c 
·where 1{""2 -0. 00804/EI as for .fvi<J> 
4 p = - X 68.75 Tf / k = 0. 1 
We have finally 
Q'4> 
1 4 
( R + 2k2R) (- 0. 00804) (0. 5) ( 68. 7 5) Ti cos kx = 
1 4 
= ( 30 + 0. 02 x 30) (-0. 00804) (0. 5) (68. 75) 1f cos kx 
4 
= - 0. 17497 · Tr cos kx 
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Compl~te integral 
Thus the complete integral on equating to zero to satisfy the 
boundary condition at shell edge, and deleting cos kx, is 
(II) Q'cp = EI (-2. 37199a + 1. 15202b + 0. 13475c + 0. 16142d) 
4 
- 0. 17 497 . lT = 0 
Determination of Nx 
~ornplemen tary function 
Nx = [2EIR. 2 k4 I y 3 J x cos kx 
[
(aB1- bB2) cos J31cpcosh o<1<j>- (aB2 + bB1) sin a1<:psinh o(l<:p)J 
(cB3- dB4) cos 13{¢ cosh c{{cp- (cB,! + dB3) sin 13j¢>sinhc:<{cp> 
From Table 2 p. 21 ( 5 ) 
B3 = +1 
B2 = + ( 1 + y ) = + 1 . 2 2 4 8 7 
B4 = + (1 - Y ) = + 0. 7 7 513 
(2EIR. 2k41 y 3] x cos kx 
0.0001 
= 120EI (O. 22487 )3 x cos kx = 1. 05540EI cos kx 
Nx = 1. 05540EI cos kx [ + (ax1- bxl. 22487) ( -12. 537 57) J 
-(axl. 22487 --b) (GG. 87810) 
+(cxl-dxO. 77513)(-0. 58758) 
-(cxO. 77513 + dx1)(3. 80526) 
= EI cos kx [ -73. 22303a + 86. 79079b 
-3. 73311c- 3. 53539d J 
_Particular inte~ral 
Hl 
N x = - -~-- • p cos cp cos kx 
k2H 




RZ + {r)c+2 
1 2 
+ -wr-- ) (-0. 00804R ) + 2 
80 
= 1. 99911 
then 
1. 99911 4 
Nx = - 0. 01 x 30 ( lT ) (68 . .75) (0. 86603) x cos kx 
I 4 
: = -396. 75379 . 1T x cos kx 
Complete integral of Nx 
The addition of the complementary function and the particular 
integral results in the following value for complete integral 
(III) Nx = EI (-73. 22303a + 86. 79079b- 3. 73311c- 3. 53539d) 
4 
-396.75379. ~ = 0 
Determination of I'!<)? x 
Comple1nentary function 
N 9 x = ( 2EIH · 2kS' /k ( JY >5) x sin kx 
[ 
(a.B 1 - bB2) cos f31cpsinh c:<1cp - (aB2 + bB1) sin Bl,<f>cosh o(~<j:J ] 
(cB3 - dB4) cos B{<f>sinh ~{ cp - (cB4 + dB3) sin B1cf>cosh o<1 cp 
From Table 3, p. 22( 5 ) 
Where 
B1 = -n1 = -0.42213 
B2 -· +ml = +1.184:51 
B3 = +n2 = +1. «12 842 
B4 -- -m2 = -0.49503 
(2EIR. 2k5 /k ( JY >5 ) x sin kx 
= (120EI. k4 / ( {Y )5 x sin kx 
= 0. 0120EI/O. 0203-:l: x sin kx 
= 0. 58997 EI. sin kx 
· then 
N ~x = 0. 589_97 EI . sin kx 
+(-axO. 42213- bxl. 18451) (-12. 53624) 
-(axl.18451 - bxO. 42213) (66. 88519) 
+(cxl. 42842 _ dxO. 49503}(-0. 56756) 
-(-cxO. 49503 dxl. 42842) (3. 93949) 
= EI sin kx ( -43. 61899a + 25. 41800b 
+ 0. 67225c + 2. 99376d] 
Particular integral 
H1 Nrhx ---
":Y - k · p sin cp sin kx 
Where H1 = 1. 99911 k = 0. 1 
4 
p = 1f (68. 75) 
then 
4 1. 99911 
o. 1 (68. 75) · 1T (0. 5) sin kx 
4 
= -687. 19407 x 1T sin kx 
Complete integral 
(IV) N <}> x = EI (-43. 61899a + 25. 41800b 
+ 0. 67225c + 2. 99376d) - 687. 19407 
DeterminatiOJ? of the arbitrary constants 
The four equations are set out as follows: 
4 
1T = 0 
81 
.1 
(I) EI ( -11.53680a - 9. 7 332 8b - 0. 46994c + 0. 49622d) + 0. 47 870 . ,T = 0 
4 (II) EI (-2. 37199a t- 1. 15202b + 0. 13475c + 0. 16142d) - 0. 17497 · lT = 0 
(III) EI (-73. 22303a + 86. 79079b - 3. 73311c - 3. 53539d) - 396. 75379 
4 
. lf = 0 
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- 687.19407. ~ = 0 
4 
a b c d xTI/EI 
-1. 0000 -0. 84367 -0.04073 +0.04301 +0.04149 
-1.0000 +0.48567 +0.05680 +0.06805 -0.07376 
-1. 0000 +1. 18529 -0.05098 -0.04828 -5.41842 
-1. 0000 +0.58272 +0.01541 +0.06863 -15.75447 
-1. 32934 -0.09753 -0.02504 +0. 11525 
-0.69962 +0. 10778 +0. 11633 +5. 34466 
+0. 60257 -0.06639 -0. 11691 +10. 33605 
-1. 0000 -0. 07336 -0.01883 +0. 08669 
-1. 0000 +0. 15405 +0. 16627 +7. 63937 
+1. 0000 -0.11017 -0. 19401 +17 . 15327 
-0.22741 -0. 18510 -7.55268 
+0.04388 -0.02774 +24 . 79264 
-1. 0000 -0. 81394 -33. 21173 
+1. 0000 -0.63217 +565.01002 
-1.44611 +531 . 79829 
-1. 0000 +367.74400 
4 
d = +367. 74400 1T EI 
4 
c = (-565. 01002 + 0. 63217 X 367. 744) lT EI 
4 
= -332.53330 · lfEI 
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b = (-17. 15327 + 0.19401 X 367.74400 - 0. 11017 X 332. 5330) 
a = 
4 4 
~~- -----1TEI = +17. 55755 · 1T EI 
(-15. 75447 + 0. 06863 X 367.74400- 0. 01541 X 332.53330 
4 
+ 0. 58272 X 17. 55755) · 
4 
= +14.59059 1T EI 
lT EI 
Moment Met at crown 
M~ = cos kx 
[ 
(aB1 - bB. 2> cos 1314> cosh. c:<1 cp - (aB2 + bB1) sin l31 qsinh o<1 4> J 
, , I / 
(cB3 - dB4) cos 1!31</>cosh o{1cp- (cB4 + dB3) sin B1 sinh o<t cp 
Where a = +14. 59059 
b=+17.55755 
c ::; -332. 5330 
d = +367.74400 
B1 = 77. 32704 
B3 = 48. 93 ·158 
When x = 0 




M 9 = ---- --~-lT (30) 
= 4 2 
---. 900 1T 











B2 = 63. 1 3 0 81 
B4 = 6 3 . 1 3 0 81 
cos kx = 1 
M cJ> at crown 
[
(14. 59059 X 77. 32'704- 17.55755 X 63. 13081) X 1 l 
(-332. 53330 X 48.93458 - 367.74400 X 63. 13081) X l j 
(1123. 25- 1108.42- 16272.38- 23215. 98) 
(-39468. 53) = -112 lbs. ft. /ft. 
84 
Particular integral 
4 Mq, = +0. 47870 . lT cos kx 
= + 0. 61 lbs.ft. /ft. 
Complete integral of 1\II cp at crown 
~ = -112 + 0. 61 = -111.39 lbs. ft/ft. 
Moment NI~at crown by the analysis method of this thesis (8 x 8 Grid) 
Eh2 
Mg> = 12 ( 
1 1 ~ (We - 2Wo + Wb) + 2sa (Vc - Vb) J 
Where Vc = Vb We= Wb=W1 = 0. 01975654 
then 
















(3. 926 x 12)2 (2W1 - 2Wo) J 
--
1
--- (2 x 0. 01975654 - 2x 0. 01071062) J 
2240 
0. 01809184 J 
2230 
(0.0000081) 
::: - 14 X 12 · 2 X 8 · 1 = -115 lbs. ft. /ft. 
12 
checked. M '-P (at crown) 
- 111.39 V. S. - 115 
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